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Canadian delegation
Ryan addresses Ukrainian lawyers; defends OSI
was in Canada getting depositions in
by George B. Zarycky
to Madrid gets
another denaturalization case.
(For full coverage of the UABA
EAST HANOVER, N.J. - Allan A.
WCFU recommendations Ryan,
director of the Office of Special meeting.and remarks by Julian Kulas
OTTAWA - The Canadian Council
of Captive Nations and the Human
Rights Commission of the World Congress of Free Ukrainians have presented
their separate recommendations to
Ambassador R.L. Rodgers, the head of
the Canadian delegation to the CSCE
Madrid Conference which reconvenes
on November-9.
The memorandum presented to the
ambassador from the Canadian Council
of Captive Nations, in which the Ukrainian community is represented by the
Ukrainian Canadian Committee, stresses
four main tasks on which the upcoming
meeting should concentrate. The memorandum, presented by a -,l2-persen-delegation on October 19, in Ottawa,
represented the Byelorussian; Czechoslovak, Estonian, Hungarian^ Latvian,
Lithuanian, Polish, Slovak and Ukrainian communities.
The Canadian Council would like to
see the fifth session of the Madrid
Review meeting reaffirm a commitment
to the principles and provisions of the
Final Act by all the signatory states.
The council said it would like to see the
meeting used as a powerful vehicle for
placing the conduct of the Moscow
regime and its Polish, Czechoslovak
and other supporters in the glare of
international public exposure. This
cannot be done by "quiet diplomacy" or
iby keeping the media away from the
proceedings of the conference, the
council said, adding that it finds it
rather strange that the positions expressed by the American or British
delegations in Madrid are often better
known in Canada than those of the
Canadian delegation. Thus, the council
said, there is a substantial scope for
improvement in communicating Canadian positions to the public at large.
-5 The Canadian Councifiaid the third
task is to bring about an understanding
'among the Western allies ^hat there is
no prospect for a comprehensive agreement at this time and that chances for
agreement on new initiatives under the
CSCE process must await a more appropriate international climate. This would
also serve notice to the Eastern bloc
countries that disarmament proposals
cannot be seriously considered without
meaningful progress on the human
Irights issues.
The final task presented by the
council is to arrive at a consensus that
the third CSCE review meeting should
be convened not later than the fall of
1983.
Besides the presentation made by the
Canadian Council of Captive Nations,
the Human Rights Commission of the
World Congress of Free Ukrainians
(Continued on pap 2)

Investigations, strongly defended the
work of his bureau and fielded a host of
questions from Ukrainian attorneys for
nearly three hours during the sixth
annual meeting of the Ukrainian American Bar Association held here on
Saturday, October 30.
The meeting, attended by over 50
attorneys, began on Friday evening,
and ran through Sunday.
The main topic of discussion at the
meeting was the denaturalization proceedings initiated by the OSI, a branch
of the Justice Department, against U.S.
citizens, mostly of East European
descent, for allegedly misrepresenting
thejr,W.pjrl(LWar lisejyicejrfien applying to emigrate to the United States.
In addition to Mr. Ryan, the lawyers
heard from attorney Phillip Carlton of
Florida, who is currently representing
accused collaborator Bohdan Koziy.
Mr. Koziy is currently facing deportation.
Two other scheduled speakers, Brian
Gildea and Ernest Raskauskas, could
not attend the meeting. Mr. Gildea, who
represented Feodor Fedorenko in the
first case prosecuted by the OSI, was in
the midst of a trial, and Mr. Raskauskas

and Myron Smorodsky, see page 3.)
Mr. Ryan, whose office is charged
with ferreting out suspected Nazis or
collaborators'who may have entered
this country illegally after World War
II, has been in charge of the OSI since
1980. Since its inception in 1979, the
OSI has brought denaturalization
proceedings against 28 suspected Nazi
sympathizers. Six of them have been
Ukrainians. The office has conducted
over 600 investigations, 210 of which
are still active.
After being introduced by UABA
president Ihor Rakowsky, Mr. Ryan
explained that he agreed to attend the
meetingL-^axtly. -because, aifthii
b e l i e f that " t h e t a x p a y e r s
are entitled to an account" of
his actions, but mostly because, in his
words, there is "much mistaken information around about what the OSI is
doing."
In addition, Mr. Ryan said he wanted
to address the subject of the OSI's
"working arrangement with the Soviet
Union," an area that has caused grave
concern and anxiety in the East European and Baltic community in the
United States. Many of the witnesses

Fenwick, Dougherty losses hurt
Ukrainian cause in Washington
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - Several
supporters of Ukrainian causes went
down to defeat in last week's off-year
elections, most notably Senate candidate Millicent Fenwick of New Jersey,
but a number of key congressmen were
re-elected.
Rep. Fenwick, who declined to run
for re-election to her House seat in
order to run for Senate, was upset by
self-made millionaire Frank Lautenberg, a Democrat, who spent over S3
million on a formidable campaign. At
last report, he won by some 66,000
votes.
An ardent supporter of human rights,
Rep. Fenwick was a prime mover
behind legislation which created the
congressional Commission on Security
and Cooperation in Europe. She was
also an outspoken advocate of consumer protection, environmental issues
and tax reform.
Also in New Jersey, Republican
incumbent Harold C. Hollenbeck (9th
District) was defeated in his bid for a
third term in the House by challenger
Robert G. Torricelli.
Across the border in Pennsylvania,
Ukrainians lost two important congressional supporters. Two-term in-

cumbent Charles Dougherty (R-Nfch
District), co-chairman of the Ad Hoc
Committee on the Baltic States and
Ukraine, was defeated, and Rep. James
Coyne (R-8th District) lost his bid for a
second term.
In New York, Rep. Peter Peyser, a
Democrat, was defeated by Rep. Benjamin Gilman in a battle of two incumbents forced to run for the newly
drawn 22nd District. New York, which
had 39 congressional seats, lost five as a
result of ^apportionment.
Both men were sensitive to Ukrainian issues. Rep. Gilman was an early
supporter of House Concurrent Resolution 205, which asked the president to
proclaim November 9 Ukrainian Helsinki Group Day, and Rep. Peyser was
deeply involved with the Polovchak
case.
Despite these losses, Ukrainians still
have several congressional allies. In
Massachussets, Rep. Brian Donnelly
(D-IIth District) was re-elected to a
third term. He is the co-chairman of the
Ad Hoc Committee on the Baltic States
and Ukraine.
In New Jersey, Reps. Chris Smith (R4th District) and Bernard Dwyer(D-6th
(Coatinaad on pap 3)

Allan A. Ryan
and documents used by the government
in the denaturalization proceedings
have been provided by the Soviet
Union, a fact that has led many emigre
groups to fear that the defendants are
not getting a fair trial.
One misconception Mr. Ryan said he
wanted to clear up was that his office
has a "secret"agreement with the Soviet
government. He said he went to Moscow in 1980 primarily because many of
the eyewitnesses to Nazi atrocities in the
USSR still lived there, and that the
Soviets possesed captured German
documents that could aid in the OSI's
investigations. The Soviets agreed to
allow the OSI to depose witnesses, with
defense counsels present, and videotape
the proceedings for use in U.S. courts,
Mr. Ryan explained, adding that they
also agreed to provide certified copies of
pertinent documents.
"The role of the Soviet Union should
not be exaggerated, particularly in the
investigative phase of the case," said
Mr. Ryan. "We alone determine when
an investigation will be opened. The
Soviets do not tell us whom to investigate, nor does any other government."
"In the course of investigations that
involve the Soviet Union, we generally
ask the Soviet Union through the
diplomatic channels of the State Department if there are any witnesses to
(Coatiaaaa1 on pap 1)
This issue of The Weekly is
dedicated to Ukrainian Helsinki
monitors on the occasion of the
sixth anniversary of the Ukrainian
Helsinki Group and the designation by President Ronald Reagan
of November 9 as a day honoring
its members.
In tribute to these courageous
rights activists, The Weekly features a special pull-out section,
encompassing pages 5 through
12.
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prohibited from following a certain line
of questioning, he can raise the point
with the judge during the trial itself, he
^Continued d o e pate 1)
the events in question, or any witnesses noted.
As to the charge made by many
wriphaTye pertinent knowledge of the
events or persons being investigated," emigre groups that Soviet witnesses are
not
trustworthy and say whatever the
sajd ME Ryan. "Many times the answer
comes Sack negative, or perhaps a few Soviet government instructs them to
witness statements forwarded tp us fall say, Mr. Ryan said that on several
short of the evidence we need to file a occasions the witnesses have identified a
case, even combined with evidence from defendant as a collaborator but could
not place him at an atrocity they had
our other sources."
.^lany times, Mr. Ryan said, his office witnessed, a fact that he said hardly
reeewes witness statements taken by suggests a pattern of coerced testimony.
"Second, it has traditionally been the
lo^L^oviet authorities but these are not
used as evidence and are only helpful for function of the finder of fact to determine if a witness is telling the truth, and
investigative purposes.
" Mr. Ryan then went on to give a 1 have no reason to think that judges are
detailed description of the procedures any the less capable of carrying out that
surrounding the deposition of Soviet duty simply because the witness is a
witnesses, indicating that the prosecu- Soviet citizen," said Mr. Ryan.
tion does not have an opportunity to
He added that he did not feel "that
speak to witnesses beforehand, as is Soviet methods are so cunning and so
often done in the United States.
treacherous that they are consistently
"The depositions are attended by a able to force witnesses to lie without
Soviet official, usually from the local being found out by the prosecution, the
procuracy, an official from the Ame- defense or the court."
rican Embassy in Moscow, counsels for
"I, for one, have a higher regard for
the government and the defense, an the American legal process than that,"
American court reporter and an OSI he said.
technician handling the videotape,"
As to the taped depositions, Mr.
explained Mr. Ryan. "The Soviet Ryan said that they are available for
official begins the proceeding by esta- viewing, and he invited members of the
blishing the identity of the witness, UABA to come to Washington and see
usually by means of his official pass- the videotapes for themselves.
port, by advising the witness of his right
In the matter of Soviet-supplied
to give testimony in his native language, documents, Mr. Ryan said that he did
and by warning the witness of the not agree with the contention made by
penalty of giving false testimony. The emigre groups that these documents
witness then promises, as do witnesses may be forged, saying that "no one in
in this country, to testify truthfully."
the State Department or the intelligence
After the translator and videotape community has identified to me any
operator are told to transcribe accurate- known instances of Soviet tampering
ly, the witness is turned over for ques- with evidence in Western judicial protions from the government counsel and ceedings."
"The chief prosecutor of war crimes
cross-examination by the defense counsel, said Mr. Ryan, adding that there is in West Germany, who has been dealing
with the Soviet Union for 25 years, has
no time limit on the proceedings.
Mr. Ryan did admit that there were told me that he has never seen an
times when a Soviet official "hasdirected instance of Soviet forgery in his excounsel not to pursue a certain question perience," Mr. Ryan told the gathering.
Mr. Ryan concluded his address by
or line of questions," but he explained
that this was usually done on the asking the Ukrainian community to
grounds of relevance. But, if a defense work with him to bring Nazi collaboracounsel feels that he has been improperly tors to justice, saying that efforts to halt

Ryan...

Canadian delegation...
(Continued from page 1)

Court for non-fulfillment of a treaty."
One more tactical consideration was
added by the commission: that in the
absence of a formal treaty legitimizing
the boundary changes which followed
World War II, it was the Soviet Union
and its allies who were most anxious to
bring about a Conference on Security
and Cooperation in Europe, thus it is
easy to see that it would not be in their
interests to denounce the Helsinki
Accords or to suggest that there were no
lasting mutual agreements arrived at.
"This aspect of the Helsinki agreement
has perhaps not been sufficiently underscored at the Madrid meetings where
some correlation could be made between
the violations of human rights and the
recognition of the changed frontier that
followed World War II," the statement
said.
The commission asked the delegation
to condemn the persecution of religious
believers in the USSR, particularly the
torture and beatings of Ukrainian
priests and monks of the Pochayiv
Monastery in 1980-81. It stressed the
deplorable emigration record for Ukrainians who have relatives living in
Canada, particularly the Sichko family.

also presented a statement to the Canadian delegation to the CSCE Madrid
Conference. The commission asked that
the Canadian delegation "single out the
Ukrainian Helsinki monitors as the
largest imprisoned Helsinki group - 31
members serving a total of 192 years."
The commission went on to say: "It
has been repeatedly pointed out that the
Helsinki Final Act is not a treaty - it is
not legally binding under international
law." Portions of the final act do not
have legal character but instead constitute essentially moral and political
undertakings, the Human Rights Commission noted. For a defaulting state,
failure to fulfill moral and political
obligations entails at least a loss of
prestige and credibility, and this can, in
turn, result in a deterioration of political relations, it added.
The commission's statement went on
to say: "The consequences of repudiation, particularly for those who rely
heavily upon the Helsinki Accords as
the only formal recognition of the
changed frontiers that followed World
In closing, the commission requested
War II would surely be as serious as if it
were a legally binding treaty. Even if the the Canadian delegation in Madrid to
"pursue
very vigorously the cases of
accords cannot be the subject of an
action before the International Court of Ukrainian dissidents which they have
Justice, the consequences of repudia- raised previously and take up new cases
tion must be as great a motivation for of those who are in dire need of medical
continuing discussion pursuant to its attention, such as Ivan Svitlychny,
terms, as would be a desire to avoid a Zinoviy Krasivsky, Mykola Plakhotniuk
condemnation by the International and all those invalid prisoners."
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Supreme Court last week by U.S.
Attorney General Benjamin Civilletti
was so weak on the facts and the law
that it should never have been appealed,
according to an internal Justice Department memorandum written two years
ago by the current head of the department's Nazi-hunting unit."
In that memo, Mr. Ryan wrote: "I
think we are at a dead-end in this case.
We do not know today for sure if
Fedorenko was a war criminal or not.
He may be, or he may be the
unfortunate victim of innocently mistaken identification, or indeed, he may
Question-and-answer session
be the target of a group of Treblinka
After Mr. Ryan concluded his re- survivors who are determined to bring
marks, Mr. Rakowsky briefly reminded vengeance on any Treblinka guard
listeners that only attorneys could ask guilty or not. We simply do not know."
Mr. Ryan explained that at the time
questions of Mr. Ryan.
The first question dealt with the case he wrote the confidential memo, he had
of Fedor Fedorenko, the revocation of not read the transcript of the trial, but
whose citizenship by an Appeals Court made his recommendation not to appeal
was upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court based on a weak joint statement by the
in 1981 even though a lower court had U.S. attorney and the immigration
earlier ruled in his favor. The Supreme service, and on the fact that the judge in
Court, in a 7-2 decision, ruled that even the Fedorenko case said in his opinion
though Mr. Fedorenko was cleared of that the defendant was innocent, making
personally taking part in any persecu- it a credibility issue between the opitions, the fact that he withheld informa- nions of a U.S. judge and six prosecution about his service as a camp guard at tion witnesses.
Treblinka, regardless if it was involun"After 1 read the transcript, after I
tary, was grounds for deportation for saw what Fedorenko had actually said,
violating the Displaced Persons Act, what the witnesses had actually said, 1
which' prohibited the granting of visas pulled back my earlier memo... and I
to persons "who assisted in persecuting wrote a memo that was clearly the
civilians."
longest memo that I ever wrote in the
Mr. Ryan was asked if, given the fact executor's office, about 50 pages, and I
that it was never established that Mr. read through the evidence specifically,
Fedorenko personally took part in any and I said the trial judge simply did not
atrocities, he was not denaturalized accurately, in his opinion, convey the
solely on the basis of not mentioning on evidence in the case," said Mr. Ryan.
his entry application that he was a "The actual transcript paints quite a
guard, and if the mere falsification of different picture."
any information such as birthda^es,
Mr. Ryan said he declined to turn
then, could be used as sole grounds for over the second memo to the National
deportation.
Law Review because it-was confidential.
Asked why he decided to read the
"Being a guard at Treblinka is itself
an act of persecution because the record entire transcript of the Fedorenko case
is clear that the guards at death camps after recommending that it not be
under Nazi control were not like guards appealed, Mr. Ryan said that, after
in the state penitentiary, who are just reading the judge's opinion, he became
sort of there to make sure that nothing interested in the case because it had to
gets out of hand," said Mr. Ryan. do with Nazi collaborators.
"Guards at a death camp...were inciWhen asked later why Mr. Civilletti
dentally caught up in the process of chose to argue the Fedorenko case, the
persecution."
only one he ever tried as attorney
A startling aspect of the Fedorenko general, Mr. Ryan said he could only
guess
"that he chose it to symbolically
case was raised later in the question
period when a lawyer asked Mr. Ryan demonstrate, as attorney generals have
to read an excerpt from an October 27, been doing for many years, to the
1978, issue' of the National Law Supreme Court, the importance that the
Journal, in which he argued, when he government of the United States placed
was with the solicitor general's office, on that particular case."
that the government not appeal the
As to the question of members of the
decision exonerating the defendant. German-controlled Ukrainian police or
The solicitor general's office decides any organization on the so-called
which government cases are to be inimical list, a list of organizations
appealed.
proscribed under the Displaced Persons
The article said, in part: "The Nazi Act, Mr. Ryan said that the federal
deportation case argued before the U.S.
(Continued on page 13)
the work of his office reflect poorly on
the community and do not advance the
Ukrainian cause.
"I believe that the Ukrainian people
in this country, the Latvian, Lithuanian,
Russian, Czech and Rumanian, and
Croatian people in this country, have
seen too much of their family homelands stained with the blood of innocent
people — and not only in this century to give any sanctuary to those who are
guilty of any part of that bloodshed,"
said Mr. Ryan.
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Ukrainian lawyers hold annual meeting
EAST HANOVER, N.J. - Over 50
Ukrainian American lawyers from as
far away as California, Minnesota and
Vermont, attended the sixth annual
meeting of the Ukrainian American Bar
Association here at the Ramada Inn on
October 29-31.
The weekend meeting featured a talk
by Allan A. Ryan, head of the Office of
Special Investigations, and an unsche
duled address by Phillip Carlton, an
attorney representing Bohdan Koziy,
now facing deportation after being
stripped of his citizenship for allegedly
misrepresenting his background when
applying to enter the United States after
World War II.
(For a complete report on Mr. Ryan's
appearance and Mr. Carlton's talk, see
page 1).
In addition to Messrs. Ryan and
Carlton, Chicago attorney Julian Kulas
provided a summation of the case of
Walter Polovchak, the 14-year-old
Ukrainian boy in the midst of a pro
tracted legal battle to remain in this
country after running away from his
parents in 1981.
New Jersey lawyer Myroslav Smorodsky, who was a public member of the
1980 U.S. delegation to the Madrid
Conference on Security and Cooperation
in Europe, gave an after-dinner presen
tation on "Human Rights: Wherefrom
and Whereto."
The meeting was opened on Saturday
morning by UABA President Ihor
Rakowsky, who informed guests about
the UABA's initiative in the area of the
denaturalization proceedings.
He noted that the UABA's position
on the matter had been related to the
OSI at a Washington meeting in
January between Mr. Ryan and several
ethnic lawyers, including Ivan Shandor,
UABA vice president.
On March 12, Mr. Rakowsky went
on, he and Mr. Shandor met with
several congressmen, including Rep.
Romano Mazzoli (D-Ky.), and brought
up such matters as the rights of dena
turalized citizens under the law.
Mr. Rakowsky added that in May he
met with other attorneys at the Estonian
House in New York to discuss legal
tactics and strategy in the denaturaliza
tion trials.
He then introduced Mr. Kulas, who
was scheduled to appear later but was
asked to speak because of the absence of
attorney Ernest Raskauskas, who
could not attend the meeting because he
was taking depositions in Canada.
Mr. Kulas provided an overview of
the case, noting that four weeks ago the
Illinois Supreme Court had agreed to
hear the case, a move' opposed by the
American Civil Liberties Union which
is representing Walter's parents, who
have returned to the Soviet Union.
Mr. Kulas said that the most impor

Fenwick...
(Condonedfrompage 1)
District) each won re-election. Both
were the original sponsors of House
Concurrent Resolution 295, and have
actively supported House actions deal
ing with Ukrainian dissidents. Rep.
Dwyer easily defeated Bertram Buckler,
while Mr. Smith beat Joseph Merlino
by a comfortable margin.
In addition to Rep. Gilman, two
other congressmen sympathetic to
issues of concern to Ukrainians were reelected in New York. Rep. Bill Green
(R-15th District), who has appeared at
several Ukrainian rallies and demon
strations and last week initiated a letter
to Soviet leaders urging the release of
dissident Zinoviy Krasivsky, edged out

tant development in the case to date has
been the federal government's decision
to grant Walter political asylum, be
cause even though an Apellate Court
has since ruled that Walter should not
have been declared a "minor in need of
supervision," the government has said it
will defend Walter's asylum. Moreover,
the government has said that its decision
cannot be overruled by a state court,
citing the so-called "supremacy clause"
in the U.S. Constitution.
To avoid, such confusion in the
future, Mr. Kulas urged UABA mem
bers and the Ukrainian community to
support the Peyser-Mazzoli Bill, an
amendment to the Immigration and
Nationality Act that would clarify the
status of individuals who have been
granted asylum.
The bilk H.R. 7167, was co-spon
sored by Rep. Peter Peyser (D-N.Y.)
and Rep. Mazzoli. Mr. Peyser lost his
seat in last week's election.
Mr. Kulas estimated that the case,
which is already two years old, will
probably drag on for several more
years. Most experts agree that if Walter
reaches the age of consent before its
conclusion, it is doubtful he can be
forced to return to the Soviet Union.
He also revealed that he has received
little financial support from the Ukrai
nian community, and has spent over
S25.000 of his own money for Walter's
defense.
Sunday's session was devoted mainly
to UABA business and elections.
Elected to the new executive were:
Bohdan Porytko, president; Mr. Ra
kowsky, vice president; Bohdan Shan
dor, corresponding secretary; Petro
Stawnychny, recording secretary; and
Myron Gonko, treasurer.
Among the resolutions adopted at the
meeting was a motion to compile and
publish a Ukrainian-English dictionary
of legal terms in collaboration with the
Society of Ukrainian Lawyers. It was
resolved to form a five-man editorial
board for this purpose.
Members also resolved to send a
letter to Mr. Ryan thanking him for his
participation, but adding that he should
be aware that differences still remain
between his views and those of the
UABA and the Ukrainian community.
The third resolution dealt with
support of the Peyser-Mazzoli Bill.
The UABA also approved a motion to
send a letter to the U.S. delegation to
the Madrid Conference, calling on A to
support imprisoned Ukrainian lawyer
and human-rights activist Lev Lukianenko.
- It was decided to table two proposed
resolutions, one asking the UABA to
support the defendants of the denatura
lization trials, and the other calling for
the establishment of a UABA scholar
ship for Ukrainian law students.
Democratic challenger Betty Lall.
In addition, Rep. Hamilton Fish, a
Republican formerly of the 25th District,
was re-elected to a seventh term, easily
beating Democrat J. Morgan Strong in
the newly drawn 21st District.
Among other pro-Ukrainian con
gressmen to win re-election were Rep.
Don Ritter (R-15th District) of Penn
sylvania, who will be returning for a
second term, and Rep. Don Bonker (D3rd District) of Washington, who won
his bid for a fourth term in the House.
In Florida, Rep. Dante Fascell (D15th District), chairman of the con
gressional CSCE, was re-elected to a
14th term in the House. First elected in
1954, he is the second-ranking Demo
cratic member of the Foreign Affairs
Committee.

Community appeal
on the occasion of Ukrainian Helsinki Group Day

President Ronald Reagan has proclaimed November 9, 1982, a day in
tribute to the Ukrainian Helsinki Group.
Acting in accordance with a resolution passed by both Houses of the
U.S. Congress, the proclamation is the official position of the president of the
United States and the U.S. government in respect to the violations of human
rights in Ukraine.
Observing the sixth anniversary of the founding of the Ukrainian Helsinki
Group, the president underlined his position in this way: "we renew our
determination never to forget the valiant struggle of the peoples of Ukraine
for their inalienable rights, and we pledge to do all we can to ameliorate the
plight of those Ukrainians who have been persecuted by the Soviet authorities
for attempting to assert their rights."
To mark this important event, the U.S. president's proclamation of a
Ukrainian Helsinki Group Day, the External Representation of the
Ukrainian Helsinki Group is organizing a protest demonstration in front of
the United Nations in New York on November 9 at noon, along with a series
of other actions.
We call on the Ukrainian community to support the External Representa
tion of the Ukrainian Helsinki Group in its efforts. May the community's
participation become a proper manifestation of solidarity and aid to our
defense movement and our entire nation in the struggle'for human and
national rights, and in the struggle for freedom and independent statehood.
At the same time, let our participation serve as a means of fulfilling our
foremost duty to Ukraine.
Ukrainian National Women's League of America - Iwanna Rozankowsky
Ukrainian Gold Cross — Natalia Ivaniw
Phot Ukrainian Youth Organization. - Eustachia Hoydysh
Organization of American Youth of Ukrainian Descent (ODUM) - Andrij Shevchenko
Ukrainian Academy of Arts and Sciences — George Shevclov
Shevchenko Scientific Society - Jaroslaw Padoch
Ukrainian National Association - John O. Flis
Ukrainian Fraternal Association - Ivan Oleksyn
Ukrainian Journalists' Association of America - Olha Kuzmowycz
Ukrainian Patriarchal Society of the U.S.A. - Bohdan Lonchyna
Ukrainian Medical Association of North America - Peter Mociuk
Ukrainian Veterinarians' Association - Roman Baranowsky
Ukrainian Engineers' Society of America - Eugene Zmyj
Self-Reliance Association of Ukrainians in America - Bohdan Lastowecky, Mykokt Hanuszczak
Federation of Ukrainian Orthodox Sisterhoods in America - Valentyna Kuzmych
Brotherhood of Veterans of the 1st Division of the Ukrainian National Army - Osyp Holynsky
Americans for Human Rights in Ukraine - Ihor Olshaniwsky

Helsinki Group Day events
WCFU-calis for
community action Special program
WASHINGTON - A special pro
on Helsinki day
gram will be held here in tribute to the
OTTAWA - Canadian Sen. Paul
Yuzyk, in an October 28 letter to
President Ronald Reagan, said that the
president's proclamation declaring
November 9 Ukrainian Helsinki Group
Day is "deeply appreciated by freedomloving Ukrainians not only in the
United States and Canada... but also in
Ukraine."
The senator wrote the letter in his
capacity as chairman of the Human
Rights Commission of the World Con
gress of Free Ukrainians based in
Toronto.
The commission calls upon all Ukrai
nians in the free world to mark this day,
November 9, to unite in their efforts to
help the persecuted Ukrainian human
rights activists in the Soviet Union.
United, the Ukrainians in the diaspora
can defend their brothers in the Soviet
Union and show Moscow that they too
are adamant in their struggle for the
dignity of each individual human being
as well as for the nationalrightsof every
people, the Human Rights Commission
said.
"Your pledge on behalf of the Ameri
can people, Mr. President, 4o do all we
can to ameliorate the plight of those
Ukrainians who have been persecuted
by the Soviet authorities for attempting
to assert their rights' strengthens the
spirit of the freedom fighters, and the
spirit of democracy on this earth,"
wrote Sen. Yuzyk.
In closing, the senator pledged the
WCFU's full support of the U.S.
government "in all measures and activi
ties which promote freedom, human
rights, justice and dignity of the human
being."

Ukrainian Helsinki Group on Monday,
November 8, at 8 p.m. in the Rotunda
building of the cultural center of the
American University.
The program is organized by an ad
hoc community committee.
It will feature addresses by Petro
Grigorenko, founding member of the
Ukrainian Helsinki Group and head of
its External Representation, and by
representatives of other Helsinki moni
toring groups, as well as U.S. govern
ment officials.
The concert portion of the program
will be performed by bass-baritone
Andriy Dobriansky and soprano Renata
Babak.
The Smoloskyp publishing house.will
exhibit publications and documents of
the Ukrainian rights movement.

Embassy vigil
PHILADELPHIA - The Philadel
phia-based Ukrainian Human Rights
Committee is organizing a vigil before
the Soviet Embassy in Washington on
Tuesday, November 9, on the occasion
of the sixth anniversary of the Ukrai
nian Helsinki Group. The day was
proclaimed by President Ronald
Reagan as a day in tribute to Ukrainian
Helsinki monitors.
The vigil is slated for I p.m. Also
planned is a visit by committee mem
bers and others to the State Department
for the purpose of discussing humanrights issues.
Further information about the vigil
and transportation may be obtained by
calling Irene Jurczak at (215) 424-1348
or Christine Shust at (2І5) 947-2795.
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Hundreds attend Lydia Savoyka tribute at Ukrainian Institute
by Helen Perozak Smindak
NEW YORK - Lydia Savoyka's
seventh-floor office at the comer of
Broadway and 32nd Street in Manhattan is always a beehive of activity,
always filled with immigrants of all
races and social status. Miss Savoyka,
the supervisor of Immigration Counseling Services, a voluntary agency run by
the United States Catholic Conference,
is there with her staff of 11, talking to
immigrants facing deportation, immigrants requesting visas to extend their
stay, and persons asking for help for
relatives and friends who have been
detained in jail on their arrival in this
country.
On a recent Sunday, Miss Savoyka
and her staff members met together at
the Ukrainian Institute of America. As
usual, they were surrounded by people
of various backgrounds and various
races. There were three Hasidic Jews in
their black suits and top hats, an Indian
with a turban on his head, and people
whose accents, skin color or facial
characteristics pointed to various countries and continents of origin Afghanistan, Poland, South America,
Ukraine, Czechoslovakia, Russia,
China, Finland, Egypt, Spain.
It was not a normal working day for
Miss Savoyka. The day — October 24
— had been declared Lydia Savoyka
Day by Manhattan Borough President
Andrew Stein, and close to 600 persons
gathered at the Ukrainian Institute of
America to salute Miss Savoyka for her
contributions to numerous ethnic groups
and her service to newcomers settling in
the United States.

Correction

Lydia Savoyka, supervisor of Immigration Counseling correspondent Dave Marash; John E. McCarthy, executive
Services, Migration and Refugee Services of the United director of the USCC's Migration and Refugee Services;
States Catholic Conference, receives congratulations from Lillian L. Poses, benefit committee chairman; Miss Savoyka;
well-wishers at the reception held in her honor at the Walter Nazarewicz, UIA vice-president; and Dr. Rostyslaw
Ukrainian Institute of America. From left are CBS News Sochynsky, the institute's public relations committee
chairman.
Because Miss Savoyka believes that
Among those offering tributes were refugee group which has come to our
America is the greatest country in the
Robert F. Wagner, New York deputy country" was read by Lillian L. Poses,
world - ^he land of freedom and mayor; George Gordon-Lennox, re- founder of the Governor's Committee
opportunity," as she told Daily News gional representative of the UN. high on Scholastic Achievement, who was
writer Joyce White for a story which commissioner for refugees; John E. chairman of the benefit committee.
appeared in the News on October 24 - McCarthy, executive director of MigraCo-chairmen of the event were instishe has devoted 30 years of her life to tion and Refugee Services, U.S. Catholic tute vice-president Walter Nazarewicz,
helping thousands of people from all Conference; Lydia Burachynska, presi- who opened the program, and Walter
over the world settle in this country.
dent, World Federation of Ukrainian Hnatkowsky and Maria Honczarenko
Prominent government figures, reli- Women's Organizations, and the Rev. of the institute's board of directors.
gious leaders of all faiths, ambassadors Joseph P. Fitzpatrick S.J., professor of
CBS News correspondent Dave
and consuls-general from several coun- sociology at Fordham University.
Marash, the master of ceremonies, read
tries. United Nations personnel and
Special tributes and awards came telegrams and letters from national and
outstanding representatives of many from New York Lt. Gov. (now gover- international personalities throughout
ethnic communities were on hand for nor-elect) Mario Cuomo, New York the world. They included messages from
the occasion. Hundreds of guests were City Mayor Edward Koch and Rabbi Cardinal Terrence Cooke, archbishop
seated in the second-floor ballroom, David Cohen, chairman of the Coali- of New York; Cardinal Mario Casaothers stood shoulder-to-shoulder on tion of American Ethnic Communities riego, archbishop of Guatemala City
the landing, while still more listened to and executivedirectorof the Metropoli- and honorary patron of the event;
the program over the public-address tan Council on Jewish Poverty. The Patriarch Josyf Slipyj, primate of
system from the institute's main-floor Rev. Michael Zembrzuski O.S.P. pre- Ukrainian Catholics; famed ballet
library and a room on the third floor. sented an award on behalf of the Polish dancer Mikhail Baryshnikov; Mrs. W.
Averell Harriman, honorary chairman
Rep. Bill Green of New York's 15th community.
Congressional District, who addressed
The citation from Mayor Koch, of the occasion; and U.S. Sens. Alfonse
the audience on "Contributions of commending Miss Savoyka on "your D'Amato and Daniel P. Moynihan.
Immigrants to New York City," spoke remarkable dedication and outstanding
Among illustrious guests spotted at
glowingly of Miss Savoyka's career.
service...to almost every immigrant and
(Continued OB pate 15)

Obituary

Thomas Shepko, illustrator, designer
by Helen Smindak

The late Bishop Andrew Roborecki
It has come to our attention that
the photograph published by The
Weekly as that of the late Bishop
Andrew Roborecki was not in fact a
photo of the bishop. The Weekly
identified the bishop in the photo ,
which was taken from a group photo
of Ukrainian hierarchs, as Bishop
Roborecki in accordance with the
caption provided for the photo in our
files. Our apologies.
Our thanks to the Rev. Patrick
Paschak, pastor of St. George Ukrainian Catholic Church in New York
City, for his efforts in locating the
recent photo of Bishop Roborecki
that appears above.

NEW YORK - The death of Thomas
Shepko, a free-lance illustrator, designer
and art director for leading New York
art studios and advertising agencies for
25 years, is being widely mourned by the
Ukrainian community. Mr. Shepko,
who was also a musician and composer, died in Munich on September 25
after a two-year fight with cancer.
Mr. Shepko began his career in 1951,
illustrating and designing greeting cards
for the American Greetings Company
in Cleveland. In 1955, he moved to New
York and spent the next six years as an
illustrator and designer, first with the
Kollmar and Firpo Studio and later
with Burk, Dowling Adams.
Changing to free-lance status in 1962,
Mr. Shepko took on assignments from
NBC, art studios and such top-flight
advertising agencies as Young ft Rubicam
and Foote, Cone ft Belding. His work
appeared in the nation's foremost
magazines. Mr. Shepko's illustrations,

designs, TV storyboards and layout
prints for a variety of consumer ajid
industrial products and airline/ship
accounts were considered outstanding.
In 1977, Mr. Shepko joined the art
department of the McCann-Erickson
advertising agency, but he returned to
free-lance work two years later.
Born in Cleveland in 1925, Mr.
Shepko attended Ukrainian school and
took accordion lessons during his
elementary school days. He majored in
art at the West Technical High School,
graduating in the upper third of his class
with a scholarship to the Cleveland
Institute of Art. He continued art
studies in evening classes at John
Huntington Polytechnical Institute and
took an advertising course at Cleveland College while working for the
Manning Advertising Art Studio.
During World War II, Mr. Shepko
worked for two years as a liaison
engineer (designer) for the Cleveland
Bomber Plant.
Gifted musically as well as artistically,

Thomas Shepko
Mr. Shepko played the accordion and
the piano. He gave his time unstintingly
for years as an accompanist during
rehearsals and performances of New
York dance groups directed by John
Flis, Walter Bacad and Elaine Oprysko.
An affable and good-humored persona(Continued on pige 15)
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November 9,1982: day of tribute to the Ukrainian Helsinki Group
Commentary: how Helsinki monitors are honored in the U.S., USSR
by Nulls Svitlychna
The representatives of 35 states,
participants of the Helsinki Conference,
will resume the activity of the Confe
rence on Security and Cooperation in
Europe on November 9 in Madrid.
That same day marks the sixth anni
versary of the establishment of the
Ukrainian Public Croup to Promote
the Implementation of the Helsinki
Accords, a group that was founded as a
result of the signing of the Final Act of
the Helsinki Conference.
The founding members of-the Ukrainian Helsinki Group were: Oles
Berdnyk, a futurist author, Petro Grigorenko, a former general in the Red
Army; Ivan Kandyba and Lev Lukianenko, jurists who had served 15-year
terms of imprisonment for urging the
secession of Ukraine from the Soviet
Union; Oksana Meshko, a former
prisoner of Stalin's concentration
camps; Myroslav Marynovych and
Mykola Matusevych, the youngest
members of the group; Mykola Rudenko (the group's chairman), a wellknown author; Nina Strokata, a microbiologist; and Oleksa Tykhy, a teacher
from the Donetske region.
The group saw as its principal goal
"to inform the governments of the
participating states and world commu
nity of violations in Ukraine of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights
and the humanitarian provisions of the
Helsinki Accords."
Though the group's motives were
humanitarian in nature, Soviet authori
ties began to attack this "newborn child
of freedom," as Mr. Rudenko referred
to the group, from its very inception.
The Moscow Helsinki Group, publicly
announcing the formation of the Ukrai
nian Helsinki Group wrote: "The crea
tion of a Ukrainian public group in a
situation such as that which exists in
Ukraine is an act of great courage. On
the first day of the group's existence, a
bandit-like break-in was organized at
the apartment of Mykola Rudenko and
Oksana Meshko, a member of the
group, was wounded by a rock."
Within a month and a half after the
release of the Ukrainian Helsinki
Group's first declaration (for complete
text, see page 6) Soviet authorities had
begun arresting its members. Arrest did
not bypass any member of the group,
with the exception of those few who
were fortunate enough to emigrate and
Mykhailo Melnyk, who was saved from
arrest by death. Followingasearchofhis
home by the KGB, and the loss of all his
scholarly and literary works, Mr. Melnyk
on March 9,1979, ended his life through
suicide. Endless arrests and trials of
members of the Ukrainian Helsinki
Group did not, however, halt its acti
vity; in place of those who were arrested
came new members. During a threeyear period the group renewed itself
three times and actually increased its
membership threefold, because the
imprisoned members did not cease their
rights-defense activities, but, on the
contrary, continued them even while in
prisons and camps.
Vyacheslav Chornovil, a journalist
and political prisoner, in announcing
that he was joining the Ukrainian
Helsinki Group, wrote on May 22,
1979: "For the duration of my exile and
possible new term of imprisonment... I
consider myself a member of the Ukrai
nian Helsinki Group who is on a
journalistic assignment to uncover the
situation in places of deprivation of

freedom." Several members of the
Ukrainian Helsinki Group became
members also of the Group to.
Promote Implementation of the Hel
sinki Accords in Places of Deprivation
of Freedom, a Helsinki group with
members of various nationalities that
was created in the prison camps. The
majority of the group's members are
Ukrainians. More information on these
rights activists will appear in the next
issue of The Weekly.
The Ukrainian Helsinki Group,
despite relentless repression and losses,
continued to inform the world about the
constant violations of human rights in
Ukraine. The authorities responded by
arresting anyone who joined the group
or supported it. These persons were
sentenced on fabricated charges to
prison camps, prisons and psychiatric
institutions. Seeing that the imprisoned
rights activists continued to be steadfast
in their convictions, the authorities
sentenced them to new terms before
they even completed existing terms. In
this manner, during the last year alone,
in both camps and exile, the authorities
sentenced Mr. Chornovil, Vasyl Ovsienko, Yaroslav Lesiv, Yuriy Lytvyn,
Petro Sichko and his oldest son Vasyl.
Even family members were sentenced,
among them Mr. Rudenko's wife Raisa
and another son of the Sichkos, Volodymyr.
Underscoring the bravery of the
Ukrainian fighters for human rights,
President Ronald Reagan on_Sep.te.mber 21 proclaimed a day in tribute to the
Ukrainian Helsinki Group on its sixth
anniversary, November 9, 1982. In his
proclamation issued in response to
House Concurrent Resolution 205, the
President wrote:
"The spontaneous formation on
November 9, 1976, in Kiev, Ukraine, of
the Ukrainian Public Group to Pro
mote the Implementation of the Helsinki
Accords affirmed once more that the
human spirit cannot be crushed and
that the desire for human freedom
cannot be conquered.
"The long prison terms meted out to
members of the Ukrainian Helsinki
Monitoring Group for their courageous
activities to secure greater freedom in
Ukraine are graphic testimony to the
inability of communism to compete
with the principles of freedom in the
marketplace of ideas. The flagrant
persecution and imprisonment of Ukrainian citizens for their attempts to
exercise basic human rights is an inter
national embarrassment to the Soviet
Union and proof that the Soviet Union
has failed to live up to its pledges to honor
the understandings embodied in the
Helsinki Accords."
Such a high appraisal of the activity
of the Ukrainian Helsinki Group is also
the result of the great and valuable work
conducted in the United States byvarious Ukrainian community organi
zations in defense of persecuted rights
activists, most notably Americans for
Human Rights in Ukraine. Such a high
appraisal of the activity of Ukrainian
Helsinki Group members by the U.S.
government, as well as the constant
attention focused on them by Amnesty
International, the P.E.N. Club and
other organizations, as well as the
conferral of international prizes on
group members Mr. Chornovil and
Vasyl Stus, the nomination of the
group's chairman, Mr. Rudenko, for
the Nobel Prize — all this fills us
Ukrainians with pride and gives us
(Condoned oa pap 12)

Strict-regimen camp OS-34/1 near Syktyvkar in the Komi ASSR.

Presidential Proclamation
of a day in honor of the Ukrainian Helsinki Group

The spontaneous formation on
November 9, 1976, in Kiev, Ukraine,
of the Ukrainian Public Group to
Promote the Implementation of the
Helsinki Accords affirmed once
more that the human spirit cannot be
crushed an'd that the desire for
human freedom cannot be con
quered.
The long prison terms meted out to
members of the Ukrainian Helsinki
Monitoring Group for their coura
geous activities to secure greater
freedom in Ukraine are graphic
testimony to the inability of commu
nism to compete with the principles
of freedom in the marketplace of
ideas. The flagrant persecution and
imprisonment of Ukrainian citizens
for their attempts to exercise basic
human rights is an international
embarrassment to the Soviet Union
and proof that the Soviet Union has
failed to live up to its pledges to
honor the understandings embodied
in the Helsinki Accords.
In commemorating this sixth anni
versary of the founding of the Ukrai
nian Helsinki Monitoring Group, we
renew our determination never to
forget the valiant struggle of the
peoples of Ukraine for their in
alienable rights, and we pledge to do
all we can to ameliorate the plight of
those Ukrainians who have been

persecuted by the Soviet authorities
for attempting to assert their rights.
By concurrent resolution agreed
to on June 21, 1982 (H. Con. Res.
205), the Congress authorized and
requested the president to proclaim
November 9, 1982, the sixth anniver
sary of the establishment of the
Ukrainian Public Group to Promote
the Implementation of the Helsinki
Accords, as a day honoring that
group.
On this day Americans are remind
ed of the preciousness of our own
freedom, and we reaffirm our cherish
ed hope that the aspiration for
freedom will ultimately prevail over
the morally bankrupt rule of force
which denies human rights to so
many in the world today.
Now, therefore, I, Ronald Reagan,
president of the United States of
America, do hereby designate No
vember, 1982, as a day honoring the
sixth anniversary of the establish
ment of the Ukrainian Public Group
to Promote the Implementation of
the Helsinki Accords.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto
set my hand this twenty-first day of
September in the year of our Lord
nineteen hundred and eighty-two,
and of the independence of the
United States of America the two
hundred and seventh.
Ronald Reagan
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November 9,1982: day of tribute to the Ukrainian Helsinki Group
Declaration No. 1: founding document

rainian Weekly
The Helsinki commitment
There is more than a modicum of irony in the fact that November 9, the day
proclaimed by President Ronald Reagan to mark the sixth anniversary of the
formation of the Ukrainian Helsinki Group, is also the day that the Madrid
Conference to review the Helsinki Accords is scheduled to reconvene after an
' eight-month recess.
The paradox, of course, is that while the 35 nations meet to discuss the
implementation of the Helsinki agreement, 26 of the original 37 members of a
group set up in Ukraine in 1976 to monitor Soviet compliance are either
locked up in labor camps or are in exile. Six were expelled from the Soviet
Union, one committed suicide, one is doing forced labor and three are free
(if one can be free under the Soviet system).
The fact that the group has been so stridently repressed reflects more than
the Kremlin's egregious violations of human rights. It is also a clear reflection
of the stout-hearted courage of the men and women who comprise the group.
When, on November 9, 1976, 10 Ukrainian intellectuals in Kiev formed the
Ukrainian Helsinki Group to pressure the Soviet authorities to live up to their
end of the original agreement, they knew that they were putting themselves
squarely on the firing line; that they would doubtlessly suffer for their
convictions.
They knew this because most of them were former political prisoners, all
too familiar with the Kremlin's limitless capacity for cruelty. Oles Berdnyk, a
science fiction writer, had already served seven years in a labor camp; Ivan
Kandyba, a lawyer, had served 15 years; Lev Lukianenko, also a lawyer, had
already served a 15-year term; Mykola Matusevych, a historian, was jailed for
15 days; Oksana Meshko, a widow, had already served eight years; Gen. Petro
Grigorenko had been forcibly confined in mental hospitals; Nina Strokata, a
microbiologist, had already served a four-year term; and Oleksiy Tykhy, a
teacher, had served a seven-year sentence.
Of the original founding members, only two, Mykola Rudenko and
Myroslav Marynovych, had not seen the gulag. But they know it now.
Between 1976 and 1979, 27 others joined either the Kiev-based Ukrainian
Helsinki Group or the labor-camp group, men such as Vasyl Stus, Vyacheslav
Chornovil and Yuriy Shukhevych. Many of them, too, had suffered dearly for
their beliefs.
Why, then, were these people willing to risk so much? Partly because they
saw the Helsinki Accords as yet another juridical base on which to build their
demands for national and human rights in Ukraine. But also, one would
suspect, because they had faith that the Western democracies that signed the
agreement would take up their cause, and because they hoped the spotlight of
world opinion would, perhaps, force the Soviets to eschew their time-honored
practice of brutalizing dissidents.
Perhaps, naively, they overestimated the commitment of the West. In 1977,
the Belgrade conference concluded with a final communique that was, at best,
wimpish. Thus bolstered, the Soviets stepped up their campaign against the
Helsinki monitors, a campaign that reached a rabid frenzy just prior to the
start of the Moscow Olympics.
So what of Madrid? To date the marathon conference has limped along,
hobbled by Soviet nitpicking and delaying tactics such as trying to obtrude a
disarmament proposal of their own making on the conference. Granted, the
Soviets have been roundly chastened for their grim human-rights record. But,
as history has shown, they possess a high humiliation threshhold.Another
factor that does not bode well for this session is the succession question in the
Soviet Union. The Soviets are unlikely to show new initiatives or a willingness
to compromise until the question of whose turn it is to hold the populace by
the muzzle is finally settled. In fact, there are already clear indications that the
Kremlin has launched a broad new campaign against dissidents to avoid the
remotest chance of instability during the upcoming leadership crisis.
Yet, despite these formidable obstacles, the Helsinki process must not be
allowed to unravel. The accords embody the noblest aspiration of nations: a
concern for human rights, family reunification, freedom of movement, the
exchange of ideas. The Soviets' gamesmanship at Madrid only serves to
highlight the seaminess of their system and their fervent desire to escape the
glare of the international spotlight. If the Madrid Conference does little else,
it must continue to keep the spotlight burning.
In designating November 9 as the day honoring the Ukrainian Helsinki
Group, President Ronald Reagan was sending the Soviets a message
indicating that the United States, for one, is not willing to forsake the Helsinki
monitors and, by extension, the Helsinki process. As we commemorate what
is, at best, a bittersweet, occasion, we must continue to remind our
government we support a strong stand at the Madrid Conference. In addition
to the Helsinki monitors, we should remember all Ukrainian dissidents and
political prisoners, and all those persecuted for their beliefs in Ukraine, for
although they may not be members of the Helsinki Group, they doubtlessly
share the same universal concepts of freedom, human dignity and a respect
for national, civil and human rights.

"Everyone has the right tofreedom of
opinion, and expression; this right
includes freedom to hold opinions
without interference and to seek, receive
and impart information and ideas
through any media and regardless of
frontiers." - Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, Article 19.

information and ideas, to strive for the
accreditation in Ukraine of foreign press
correspondents, for the formation of
independent news agencies, and the
like.
The group sees as its prime objective
informing the signatory-nations and the
world community about violations in
Ukraine of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights and the humanitarian
articles accepted by the Helsinki Conference. To this end our group:
a. Accepts written complaints about
violations of human rights and does
everything within its power to bring
them to the attention of the governments that signed the Helsinki Accords
and the world community;
b. Compiles this information on the
state of legality in Ukraine and, in full
accordance with Article 19 of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
disseminates this information without
regard for national boundaries;
c. Studies instances of violations of
human rights with respect to Ukrainians
living in other republics in order to
bring this information to light.
In its activity the group is guided not
by political but by humanitarian and
legal considerations. We realize that the
entrenched governmental bureaucracy,
which continues to grow, can take
countermeasures against our legitimate
aspirations. But we also fully understand that the bureaucratic interpretation of human rights does not reflect the
full meaning of international legal
agreements, signed by the government
of the USSR. We accept these documents in their widest interpretation,
without bureaucratic distortions or
.arbitrary limitations by officials or
official agencies. We are fully convinced,
that only through this understanding of
the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights and the Helsinki Accords can a
real relaxation of international tensions
be achieved. It is to this end that we
dedicate the humanitarian and legal
activities of our group.
The Members of the Ukrainian Public
Group to promote the Implementation
of the Helsinki Accords:

We, Ukrainians, live in Europe,
which in the first half of the 20th century
has twice been ravaged by war. These
wars covered the Ukrainian land with
blood, as they did the lands of other
European countries. And that is why we
see as illegal the fact that Ukraine, a full
member of the United Nations, was not
represented by its own delegation at the
Helsinki Conference on European
Security and Cooperation.
We realize that according to the
treaty of December 27, 1922, forming
the Soviet Union, all international
agreements, signed by the government
of the Soviet Union, also encompass
Ukraine. It follows, therefore, that the
Declaration of Human Rights as well as
the Declaration of Principles, on which
the signatory nations of the Helsinki
Conference are to base their relations,
are in effect also in Ukraine.
Experience has shown that the implementation of the Helsinki Accords
(especially the humanitarian sections)
cannot be guaranteed without the
participation of the citizenry of the
signatory-nations. For this reason, on
November 9, 1976, we formed the
Ukrainian Public Group to Promote
the Implementation of the Helsinki
Accords. Since the humanitarian articles
of the Final Act of the Conference on
European Security and Cooperation
are based wholly on the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, the
Ukrainian Public Group has set for
itself the following objectives:
1. To acquaint the Ukrainian public
with the Declaration of Human Rights;
to strive to have this international
document become the basis of relations
between the individual and the state;
2. Convinced that peace among
nations cannot be guaranteed without
free contacts between peoples and the
free exchange of information and ideas, Oles Berdnyk
to actively promote the implementation Petro Grigorenko
of the Final Act of the Conference on Ivan Kandyba
European Security and Cooperation;
Levko Lukianenko
3. To strive to have Ukraine, a Oksana Meshko
sovereign European nation and member Mykola Matusevych
of the United Nations, represented by Myroslav Marynovych
its own delegation at all international Mykola Rudenko (head of the group)
conferences dealing with the implemen- Nina Strokata
tation of the Helsinki Accords;
Oleksiy Tykhy
'4. In order to promote the free flow of
November 9, 1976

Ukrainian Helsinki Group founding members
NAME: Oles Berdnyk
BORN: November 25, 1927
OCCUPATION: writer
MARITAL STATUS: married; one
daughter, age 9
LATEST ARREST: March 6, 1979
CHARGE:"anti-Soviet agitation and
propaganda"
SENTENCE: six years in a specialregimen camp; three years' exile
RELEASE DATE: 1988
PREVIOUS TERM: 1949-56
CAMP ADDRESS:
618263

Because this issue of The Weekly is dedicated to the Ukrainian
Helsinki Group on the occasion of its sixth anniversary,
the Madrid
Conference report conclusion has been pre-empted due to lack of
space. The conclusion will be published in the next issue of The
Weekly.

Permskaya oblast
Chusovskoy raion
pos. Kuchino
uchr. VS-389/36-l
WIFE'S ADDRESS:
Valentyna Sokorynska

Kiev oblast
Kaharlytsky raion
s. Hrebeni
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November 9,1982: day of tribute to the Ukrainian Helsinki Group
Ukrainian Helsinki Group founding members
NAME: Petro Grigorenko
BORN: 1907
OCCUPATION: general in the Red
Army
MARITAL STATUS: married; three
sons
ARRESTS: 1964 and 1968
SENTENCE: placed in a psychiatric
hospital, 1964-65; 1968-74
CURRENT STATUS: fa 1978, while
on a six-month medical visa to the
United States, Gen. Grigorenko was
stripped of his Soviet citizenship. He
now resides in the United States.

NAME: Myroslav Marynovych
BORN: January 4, 1949
OCCUPATION: electrical engineer
MARITAL STATUS: married; one
child, age 14
LATEST ARREST: April 23, 1977
CHARGE: "anti-Soviet agitation and
progaganda"
SENTENCE: seven years in a strictregimen labor camp; five years' exile
PREVIOUS TERMS: none
RELEASE DATE: 1989
CAMP ADDRESS:
618263
Permskaya oblast
Chusovskoy raion
pos. Kuchino
uchr. VS-389/36
WIFE'S ADDRESS:
Raisa Serhiynyk
Kievska oblast
Vasylkivsky raion
s. Kalynivka
vul. Lenina 84, kv. 46

NAME: Ivan Kanayba
BORN: July 7, 1930
OCCUPATION: attorney
MARITAL STATUS: unmarried
LATEST ARREST: March 24, 1981
CHARGE: unknown SENTENCE: 10 years in a specialregimen labor camp; five years' exile
PREVIOUS TERM: 1961-76
RELEASE DATE: 1996
CAMP ADDRESS:

NAME: Mykola Rudenko
BORN: December 19, 1920
OCCUPATION: poet and writer
MARITAL STATUS: married
LATEST ARREST: February 5, 1977
CHARGE: "anti-Soviet agitation and
propaganda"
SENTENCE: seven years in a strictregimen labor camp; five years' exile
PREVIOUS TERM: 1974 - detained
two days
RELEASE DATE: 1989
CAMP ADDRESS:

618263

Permskaya oblast
Chusovskoy raion
pos. Kuchino
uchr. VS-389/36-1
NAME: Lev Lukianenko
BORN: August 24, 1927
OCCUPATION: attorney
MARITAL STATUS: married
LATEST ARREST: July 12, 1977
CHARGE: "anti-Soviet agitation and
propaganda" ,
,„
SENTENCE: 10 years in a specialregimen labor camp; five years' exile
PREVIOUS TERM: 1961-76
RELEASE DATE: 1992
CAMP ADDRESS:

618263

Permskaya oblast
Chusovskoy raion
pos. Kuchino
uchr. VS-389/36
WIFE'S ADDRESS: Raisa Rudenko is
currently imprisoned, having been
sentenced in 1981 to 10 years' loss of
-freedom.

61S263

Permskaya oblast
Chusovskoy raion
pos. Kuchino
uchr. VS-389/36-1
WIFE'S ADDRESS:
Nadia Nykonivna
NAME: Oksana Meshko
BORN: January 30, 1905
OCCUPATION: retired
MARITAL STATUS: widow
LATEST ARREST: October 10, 1980
CHARGE: "anti-Soviet agitation and
propaganda"
SENTENCE: six months in a strictregimen labor camp; five years' exile
PREVIOUS TERMS: July-September
1980 - psychiatric hospital; 1947-55
RELEASE DATE: 1986
EXILE ADDRESS:
68208
Khabarovsky krai
Ayano-Maisky raion
. s. Ayan
ul. Vostretsova, 18
SON'S ADDRESS:
Oleksa'nder Serhiyenko
NAME: Mykola Marusevych
BORN: July 19, 1947
OCCUPATION: historian
MARITAL STATUS: married
LATEST ARREST: April 23, 1977
CHARGE: "anti-Soviet agitation and
propaganda"
SENTENCE: seven years in a strictregimen labor camp; five years' exile
PREVIOUS TERM: 1972 - 15 days
RELEASE DATE: 1979
PRISON ADDRESS:
422950
Tatarskaya ASSR
g. Chistopol
uchr. UE-148/SI-4
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250019 m. Chernihiv
vul. Rokbsovskoho, 41-b, kv. 41

252086 Kiev-86
vul. Verbolozha, 16

WIFE'S ADDRESS: See entry on Olha
Heyko.

NAME: Nina Strokata
BORN: January 25, 1925
OCCUPATION: rhicrobiologist
MARITAL STATUS: married to Sviatoslav Karavansky
LATEST ARREST: December 8, 1971
CHARGE: "anti-Soviet agitation and
propaganda"
SENTENCE: fours years at hard labor
CURRENT STATUS: Nina Strokata
and her husband emigrated to the
United States on November 30, 1979.
She is a member of the External Representation of the Ukrainian Helsinki
Group.
NAME: Oleksiy Tykhy
BORN: January 31, 1927
OCCUPATION: teacher
MARITAL STATUS: married; two
sons
LATEST ARREST: February 4, 1977
CHARGE: "anti-Soviet agitation" and
"illegal possession of a firearm"
SENTENCE: 10 years in a specialregimen labor camp; five years' exile
PREVIOUS TERM: 1957-64
RELEASE DATE: 1992
CAMP ADDRESS:
618263
Permskaya oblast
Chusovskoy raion
pos. Kuchino
uchr. VS-389/36-1
WIFE'S ADDRESS:
Olha Oleksiyivna
109457
Moskva

ul. Okskaya, 46, kv. 60
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NAME: Vyacheslav Chornovil
BORN: December 24, 1937
OCCUPATION: journalist
MARITAL STATUS: married, one
son, age 18
LATEST ARREST: April 8, 1980,
while in exile
CHARGE: attempted rape
SENTENCE: five years in a strictregimen labor camp; two years and four
months'exile
PREVIOUS TERMS: 1967-69; 197280
RELEASE DATE: 1987
CAMP ADDRESS:
677908
Yakutskaya ASSR
g. Yakutsk, pos. Tabaga
uchr. YaD-40/7 "A"
WIFE'S ADDRESS:
Atena Pashko
290014

CHARGE: feigning mental illness to
avoid completing previous 17-year term
SENTENCE: eight months in a strictregimen labor camp; five years' exile
PREVIOUS TERM: 1945-78
RELEASE DATE: 1985
EXILE ADDRESS:
626236
Tyumenskaya oblast
Khanty-Mansiysky raion
pos. Luhovoy
Obshchezhytele

Lviv-I4
vul. Nishchynskoho, 14, kv. 6

NAME: Olha Heyko
BORN: September 9, 1953
OCCUPATION: philologist
MARITAL STATUS: married to im
prisoned Helsinki monitor Mykola
Matusevych
LATEST ARREST: March 12, 1980
CHARGE: "anti-Soviet slander"
SENTENCE: 4hree years in a labor
camp
PREVIOUS TERMS: none
RELEASE DATE: March 1983
CAMP ADDRESS:
270059
Odessa-59
ust. YuH-311/74-3-6
NAME: Mykola Horbal
BORN: May 6 or September 10, 1941
OCCUPATION: poet and composer
MARITAL STATUS: married, one
son, age 4
LATEST ARREST: October 23, 1979
CHARGE: attempted rape
SENTENCE: five years in a strictregimen labor camp
PREVIOUS TERM: 1970-77
RELEASE DATE: 1984
CAMP ADDRESS:
329013
Mykolayivska oblast
Kazankivsky raion
st. Novodanylivka
ust. YN-316/93-1
WIFE'S ADDRESS:
Anna Marchenko
252052
I
Kiev-52
'
vul. Pavia Tychyny, 1, kv. 30

NAME: Yuriy Lytvyn
BORN: 1934
OCCUPATION: poet and translator
MARITAL STATUS: common law,
one child
LATEST ARREST: spring 1981 (while
imprisoned)
CHARGE: "anti-Soviet agitation and
propaganda"
SENTENCE:five(or six) years in strictregimen labor camp
PREVIOUS TERMS: 1951-53; 195565; 1974-77; 1979-81
RELEASE DATE: 1986(87?)
WIFE'S ADDRESS:
T. Matusevych
252067, Kiev-67
blvd. Ivana Lepse, 3, kv. 60

УКЧ^ЬШ
- 'V/Wxs

NAME: Vitally Kalynychenko
BORN: 1937
OCCUPATION: engineer
MARITAL STATUS: unmarried
LATEST ARREST: November 29,
1979
CHARGE: probably "anti-Soviet agi
tation and propaganda"
SENTENCE: 10 years in a specialregimen labor camp; five years' exile
PREVIOUS TERMS: 1966-76; 1978briefly detained for "hooliganism"
RELEASE DATE: 1994
CAMP ADDRESS:
618263
Permskaya oblast
Chusovskoy raion
pos. Kuchino
uchr. VS-389/36-1
NAME: Zinoviy Krasivsky
BORN: November 12, 1929
OCCUPATION: poet and philologist

NAME: Yaroslav Lesiv
BORN: January 3, 1943
OCCUPATION: physical education
instructor
MARITAL STATUS: married, two
children
LATEST ARREST: May 1981 (while
imprisoned)
CHARGE: unknown; he had been
serving a two-year term for narcotics
possession when arrested
SENTENCE: five years' imprisonment
PREVIOUS TERMS: 1967-78; 197981
RELEASE DATE: 1986
CAMP ADDRESS:
Voroshylovhradska oblast
m. Sykhodolsk
ust. UL-314/36-2-29
WIFE'S ADDRESS:

NAME: Volodymyr Malynkovych
BORN: 1940
OCCUPATION: physician
MARITAL STATUS: married
LATEST ARREST: August 1979
CHARGE: "hooliganism"
SENTENCE: 15 days
PREVIOUS TERMS: none
CURRENT STATUS: Mr. Malynkovych
emigrated to the West in December
1979

NAME: Mykhailo Melnyk
BORN: 1944
OCCUPATION: teacher
MARITAL STATUS: married.
children
ARRESTS: none
CURRENT STATUS: On March 9,
1979, Mykhailo Melnyk committed
suicide as a result of continuous KGB
persecution.
MARITAL STATUS: married toOlena
Antoniv, recently arrested in Lviv
LATEST ARREST: March 12, 1980

(See also "In lieu of an obituary'
page 10.)

Stefania Fedorivna
285603 Ivano-Frankivska oblast
Dolynsky raion
s. Bolekhiv, vul. Shchorsa, 14
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NAME: Vasyi Ovsienko
BORN: April 8, 1949
OCCUPATION: philologist and Ukrainian language teacher
MARITAL STATUS: unmarried
LATEST ARREST: late 1981 (while
imprisoned)
CHARGE: unknown
SENTENCE: 10 years in a labor camp;
five years' exile
PREVIOUS TERMS: 1972-76; 197981
RELEASE DATE: 1996
PRISON ADDRESS:
618263
Permskaya oblast
Chusovsicoy raion
pos. Kuchino
uchr. VS-389/36-1

NAME: Petro Sichko
BORN: August 18, 1926
OCCUPATION: economist
MARITAL STATUS: married, three
children
LATEST ARREST: May 26, 1982
(while imprisoned)
CHARGE: "slandering the Soviet
state"
SENTENCE: three years in a strictregimen labor camp.
PREVIOUS TERMS: 1947-57; 197982
RELEASE DATE: 1985
WIFE'S ADDRESS:
Stefania Sichko
Ivano-Frankivska oblast
m. Dolyna
vul. Panasa Myrnoho, 14

NAME: Vasyl Romaniuk
BORN: December 9, 1925
OCCUPATION: Ukrainian Orthodox
priest
MARITAL STATUS: married, one
child
LATEST ARREST: July 1972
CHARGE: "anti-Soviet agitation and
propaganda"
SENTENCE: two years in prison, five
years in a labor camp and three years'
exile
PREVIOUS TERM: 1944-54
RELEASE DATE: The Rev. Romaniuk
was released from exile in 1982

NAME: Vasyl Sichko
BORN:" October 22, 1956
OCCUPATION: student at Kiev Uni
versity
MARITAL STATUS: unmarried
LATEST ARREST: December 11,
1981 (while imprisoned)
CHARGE: "anti-Soviet agitation and
propaganda"
SENTENCE: three years in a strictregimen camp
PREVIOUS TERM: 1979-81
RELEASE DATE: 1985
CAMP ADDRESS: unavailable
MOTHER'S ADDRESS: see Petro
Sichko, wife's address

NAME: Petro Rozumny
BORN: March 7, 1926
OCCUPATION: English teacher
MARITAL STATUS: unknown, two
sons
LATEST ARREST: October 8, 1979
CHARGJE: "illegal possession of a
weapon"
SENTENCE: three years in a labor
camp
PREVIOUS TERMS: none
RELEASE: Mr. Rozumny was released
in 1982 and is now doing forced labor
ADDRESS:
Khabarovsky krai
m. Bikin
NAME: Iryna Senyk
BORN: June 8, 1926
OCCUPATION: poet
MARITAL STATUS: not available
LATEST ARREST: October 17, 1972
CHARGE: "anti-Soviet agitation and
propaganda"
SENTENCE: six years in a strictregimen camp; five years' exile
PREVIOUS TERM: Ґ946-56
RELEASE DATE: 1983
EXILE ADDRESS:
489100
Kazakhskaya SSR
Taldy-Kurhanskaya oblast
Karatalskiy raion
pos. Ushtobe
ul. Dzambula, 41
NAME: Stefania Shabatura
BORN: November 5, 1938
OCCUPATION: artist, tapestry worker
MARITAL STATUS: unmarried
LATEST ARREST: January 12, 1972
CHARGE: "anti-Soviet agitation and
propaganda."
SENTENCE: five years in a strictregimen camp; three years' exile
PREVIOUS TERMS: none
RELEASE DATE: In 1980, Ms. Sha
batura was released and allowed to
return to Ukraine.
ADDRESS:
290017
Ukrainska SSR
Lviy 17
vul."kutuzova 116, kv. 2

NAME: Ivan Sokulsky
BORN: 1940
OCCUPATION: poet and journalist
MARITAL STATUS: married
LATEST ARREST: April 11, 1980
CHARGE: probably 4anti-Soviet agi
tation and propaganda"
SENTENCE: five years in prison, five
years in a labor camp and five years'
exile
PREVIOUS TERM: 1969-74
RELEASE DATE: 1995
PRISON ADDRESS:
. 422950
Tatarskaya ASSR
g. Chistopol
uchr. UE-148/SI.-4

NAME: Vasyl Striltsiv
BORN: January 13, 1929
OCCUPATION: teacher of English
MARITAL STATUS: unknown
LATEST ARREST: October 20, 1981
(while imprisoned)'
CHARGE: unknown
SENTENCE: six years in a strictregimen labor camp
PREVIOUS TERMS: 1944-54; 197981 RELEASE DATE: 1987
CAMP ADDRESS: unknown
BROTHER'S ADDRESS:
Pavlo Striltsiv
285600
Ivano-Frankivska oblast
Dolynsky raion
s. Obolonia
vul. Shevchenka, 49

NAME: Vasyl Stus
BORN: January 8, 1938
OCCUPATION: poet

MARITAL STATUS: married, one
child
(Conrimud oa pep It)
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(Continued from pmtO)

LATEST ARREST: May 14, 1980
CHARGE: "anti-Soviet agitation and
propaganda"
SENTENCE: 10 years in a strictregimen labor camp; five years' exile
PREVIOUS TERM: 1972-79
RELEASE DATE: 1995
CAMP ADDRESS.
618263

Permskaya oblast
Chuspvskoy raion
pos. Kuchino
uchr. VS-389/36-I
WIFE'S ADDRESS:
Valentyna Popeliukh
252179
Kiev-79
NAME: Nadia Svitlychna
BORN: 1936
OCCUPATION: philologist
MARITAL STATUS: married, two
sons
LATEST ARREST: March 1973
CHARGE: "anti-Soviet agitation and
propaganda."
SENTENCE: four years in a labor
camp
PREVIOUS TERMS: none
CURRENT STATUS: Nadia Svitlychna and her two sons were allowed to
emigrate from the USSR on October
12, 1978. She now resides in the United
States with her husband who arrived

vul. Chornobylslca, 13a, kv. 99

NAME: Sviatcslav Karavansky
CURRENT STATUS: Mr. Karavansky and his wife, Nina Strokata,
were allowed to emigrate in 1979.
NAME: Yuriy Shukhevych
CURRENT STATUS: Infirstyearof
a five-year exile term, after completing a 10-year labor-camp and prison
term.

NAME: Oksana Popovych
CURRENT STATUS: She is in the
seventh year of an eight-year prison/five-year exile term. '

NAME: Yosyf Zisels
BORN: December 2, 1946
OCCUPATION: engineer
MARITAL STATUS: married, one
son
LATEST ARREST: December 8, 1978
CHARGE: probably "anti-Soviet agitation and propaganda"
SENTENCE: three years in a strictregimen labor camp
PREVIOUS TERM: 7-1977
CURRENT STATUS: Mr. Zisels was
released, probably in April 1982

For additional information, including addresses of relatives of
Ukrainian rights activists, readers
may contact the External Representation of the Ukrainian Helsinki
Group, P.O. Box 770, Cooper Station. New York, N. Y. 10003.

In lieu of an obituary

In memory of Mykhailo Melnyk,
our friend and comrade in the unimaginable Ukrainian misfortune,
who fell victim to the authorities.'
f t

We deliver this eulogy not at the
graveside, because we, friends,
colleagues and acquaintances, be-

NAME: Bohdan Rebryk
CURRENT STATUS: Presently in
second year of a 10-year exile term,
after completing seven-year laborcamp sentence.

a year later.

NAME: Petro Vlns
BORN: May 1, 1956
OCCUPATION: student
MARITAL STATUS: unmarried
LATEST ARREST: February 1978
CHARGE: "parasitism"
SENTENCE: one year in a labor camp
PREVIOUS TERMS: none
CURRENT STATUS: Petro Vins emigrated with his father, Pastor Georgi
Vins, in 1979, and now resides in the
United States.

The statement below was prepared
by Oksana Meshko in lieu of an
.pbituary of Mykhailo Melnyk, who
commited suicide on March 9, 1979.

Helsinki monitors in camp group
A number of Soviet human rights
defenders of various nationalities
who found themselves imprisoned
for their convictions and activities
formed a Group to Promote Implementation of the Helsinki Accords in
Places of Deprivation of Freedom.
Among the members of this prisoncamp Helsinki group are several
Ukrainian Helsinki monitors who
are not members of the Ukrainian
Helsinki Group based in Kiev.
Following is information on these
rights activists'current status. Details
on this Helsinki group will be
published in the next issue of The
Weekly.

cause of the brutal measures of the
KGB were prevented from bidding a
final farewell to the body of the
deceased. We were not even allowed
to throw a handful of frozen soil
upon the premature coffin of the
hunted and persecuted young historian, a former doctoral candidate,
Mykhailo Melnyk.
In a span of seven years, he experienced an excessive amount of
"thoughtfulness" from the "righteous
peacemakers," his guardians who

kept a secret watch over him. He
mentions this in .his poem: "I am
your child, Ukraine, give me yonr
bread! I am your flicker in the
present, don4 extinguish me. I am
your sprout - y o u r future."
As if he felt the end coming, in a
deaf and mute world he expressed his
thoughts in the following poem:
"You are alone, not all alone. I am
going insane and I am dying, but I
will not surrender my beliefs. My
beliefs are such that even the grave
will not eradicate them. My feelings
toward my homeland and toward
humanity are sacred and passionate."

m

NAME: Danylo Shumuk
CURRENT STATUS: In first yearof
a five-year exile term, after completing a 10-year labor-camp sentence.

Protesting against the severe totalitarian regime he wrote: "Living
and being and process. A person is
God, not a small screw. And the
process becomes an excess when they
come to kill a person."
On the eve of International Woman's Day, after a devastating night
search of his home by KGB officers,
Mykhailo Melnyk ended his life, by
committing suicide at his home in the
village of Pohreba in the Kiev oblast.
He left his wife and two young preschool-age children, Oksana and
Donna.
(Continued on page 11)
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Memo on the perspectives
of the rights movement
The following document,
which
speaks of the general situation of the
rights movement and its perspectives,
was released by the Ukrainian Helsinki
Group in the spring of 1980 andpublish
ed in its Information Bulletin in March
of that year.

war that the so-called people's govern
ment of the USSR has conducted for 60
years against the people. The problems
raised by the rights movement become
all the more pressing when their number
grows each day.
Members of the Moscow Helsinki
Group and participants of the workers'
Yuriy Lytvyn's speech at his trial very movement for free trade unions led by
strongly speaks of the coercion to which Klebanov have become victims of
the regime subjects the participants of official attack. Andrei Sakharov, a
the Ukrainian rights defense movement. person, an activist who embodies all the
As already known, Yuriy Tymonovych best of this country, has become a
Lytvyn was sentenced to three years' victim of stepped-up repression. The
loss of freedom on fabricated charges exile of Sakharov, without any judicial
(Article 188, No. 1 of the Criminal Code proceeding, was achieved during the
of the Ukrainian SSR). Lytvyn is a occupation of Afghanistan; and it
gravely ill person; his very life is testifies to the fact that the regime has
threatened.
shrugged off all remnants of restraint,
The same fate, based on various being faced with insoluble problems of
trumped-up charges, met many the time. We call to our nation and say:
other Ukrainian rights activists: Vasyl the only realistic way out of this dilemma
Striltsiv, Vasyl Sichko, Petro Sichko, in which we find ourselves is the path
Vasyl Ovsienko, Mykola Horbal, Yaro- pointed out by Sakharov - the rights
slav Lesiv, Petro Rozumny, and before movement in the USSR.
this, Petro Ruban, Serhiy Babych,
As long as the party holds the mono
Vasyl Barladianu and the recently poly on power, sealing itself off from the
arrested Vitaliy Kalynychenko, Volo- voice of the people by means of prison
dymyr Kraynyk, philologist Hanna walls and administrative prohibitions,
Vasylivha Mykhailenko of Odessa, poet none of the existing problems will be
Zinoviy Krasivsky (Morshyn, Ivano- solved. The mission of the rights move
Frankivske oblast) and other rights ment is to arouse public opinion, to
defenders. All became victims of official promote the formation of a network of
attack. This treatment awaits many community organizations independent
other still-unknown rights activists who of the government, and to legalize
will be arrested tomorrow. The war public opinion in the country. The soagainst the rights defense movement is a called monolithic Soviet society is

In lieu...
(Continuedfromрам 10)

A person was murdered. All of his
literary works were confiscated,
classified as anti-Soviet, nationalistic
— meaning harmful.
The work that sprang from his
pen, this was his only release from
tension, his only enjoyment in his
robbed life. His expulsion from
doctoral research work two months
before the end of his course as well as
the u n o f f i c i a l
abrogation
of his right to pedagogical work
forced him to work as a manual
laborer and night watchman.
However, he did not become apa
thetic to his civic and social duties;
his critical observations, his thoughts
on these and other actual questions
were sent to various official Ukrai
nian publications. More specifically,
he devoted his writings to these three
topics: the new Soviet Constitution;
the authorities' order prohibiting the
observance of May 22, the day Taras
Shevchenko's body was transported
from St. Petersburg to Kiev as well as
the persecution and prosecution of
persons who placed flowers on mo
numents in such cities as Kiev, Kaniv
and Odessa; his protests against the
arrests of Helsinki monitors (Lev
Lukianenko), Vasyl Ovsienko and
his protests in many other matters.
Mykhailo Melnyk was a constant
correspondent and true sympathizer
of the Ukrainian Helsinki Group and
the movement for democratic change
in the USSR, and he gave his time
and effort to these causes. This
involvement caused the unbearable
pressure of the KGB.
Mykhailo, friend! You struggled

long, searching untiringly for the
Truth and for a sympathetic shoulder
in this uneven struggle.
Thoroughly tired in your fruitless
searches for Good and Fairness in
this severe Soviet reality, you answered
in a mute protest that will resound,
putting blame and shame on the
regime; and this protest will be heard
across the world among decent people
and fighters for human rights.
But will there be a response from
the conscience of our oppressors who
disregard human rights, who do not
allow a person to be himself, to reap
the fruits of his labor, to create and
multiply cultural and material
achievements of his native land, to
breathe freely, to live as indiscernible
families.
Your protest against the violations
of human rights — your suicide — is
an act that screams out against the
unlawfulness, the totalitarian mani
festations. It is an act equal to
burning oneself alive in defense of
one's fellow countrymen who are still
alive today and who continue their
struggle — those who are persecuted
for their beliefs or their good deeds;
whose living and feeling heart, whose
courage refuses to yield to the evil
that haunts their long-suffering
homeland.
We are choked by tears and un
speakable pity for you... We bow our
heads low in memory of you, a
person...
And we speak for you when we
answer the question, "What do you
desire from people?" - Love.
May the earth be like a feather,
friend, Mykhailo!
Oksana Meshko
March 12,1979

identical to the absence of society,
because this society does not express its
existence in any way, being completely
disintegrated in the government's Pro
crustes' bed of allowable existence. This
society does not have a free press, its
own association, its own voice, its own
body. This is the basis of the horror of
our totalitarian existence, under which
the entire' nation becomes a subject of
party manipulation, an obedient toy in
the hands of the all-powerful authori
ties.
The standard of living of a worker in
this, the first country of so-called
practicable socialism, is perhaps the
lowest in Europe. The Ukrainian worker
works not 41 hours per week, but
considerably more. Nearly every other
Saturday is declared a work day, there
fore the work week is actually 44 to 45
hours long. This is significantly more
than in developed Western countries,
where the work week is sometimes
1
under 40 hours. And for such work in the
Soviet Union the worker receives a
pauper's salary which barely suffices to
make ends meet. The Ukrainian work
ing woman, the victim of her own
equality, is forced to work on the same
level as her husband. But even this does
not save the family from chronic eco
nomic hardship. This also leads to the
neglect of maternal duties - the educa
tion and care of children. A good 70 to
80 percent of their combined salaries
goes toward food. Our worker knows
how the labor laws are constantly
violated — just to fulfill the production
plan.
It is not noticeable, but it is perceptible
in the family budget that prices are
rising progressively, money is devalued,
basic consumer goods are lacking. All
this is known to anyone who does not
use the government stores that are closed
to the public and who has no secret
advantage that comes with a wellensured managerial position.
Villagers are still forced to flee to the
city in order to have more or less human
conditions of existence (at least a
normal working day). Their lack of
desire to work close to the holy earth
has forced the government to rely on
regular purchases of grain from capita
list states; the collective farm system
that has been ineffective in all the years
of its existence is not capable of recover
ing from its inherent ills no matter what
financial injections are administered.
The people, having lost faith in the
collective farms, flee to the cities (the
younger generation leaves all the burden
on the parents). Agriculture is moving
from being a big failure to an even
greater one.
The situation of the ordinary intelli
gentsia differs little from that of the
Workers and villagers. Its worries are
basically how to somehow make their
lifestyle possible. It has no other goal.
Having been transformed into func
tionaries of the government system, the
Ukrainian intelligentsia lost the right to
call itself the intelligentsia and is not
able to fulfill any spiritual mission. It is
either recruited into the ruling caste of
party-government functionaries or it
lowers itself to the lumpen dregs — into
perpetual financial hardship, into the
troubles of day4o-day existence. All
these are questions which the rights
movement can in no way sidestep. The
entire complex of questions related to
the social-economic and political rights
of people should be within our purview.
Neither can we approve of the great
(Russian) chauvinism (sownfrom above)
that has gained sway in Ukraine. The
problems brought up by Ukrainian

rights activists of the 1960s have be
come considerably more pressing.
The process of negating nations has
gone too far and it is being decided first
of all on the territory of Ukraine.
Ukrainian rights activists were and are
in the most difficult of situations. Here
no one is passed over — neither the
small, the old, the notable, nor the
neophyte.
The fate of all other nations of the
Soviet Union depends on whether
Russian chauvinism wins its war' with
the Ukrainian national organism (that
after several centuries of existence in
an imperialistic environment has under
gone several organic changes) or whether
Russian chauvinism loses.
The rights movement in the USSR
today is a factor of international impor
tance - despite temporary losses within
the boundaries of the country. We
believe that a realistic perspective of this
movement would be the creation of
public groups for the defense of rights in
each raion (region) of the Soviet Union,
their coordination and the concentra
tion of efforts while safeguarding
democratic principles on which this
movement has based itself.
Therefore, the rights movement
could become a public reviser of party
absolutism, a permanent form of the
national expression of freedom akin to
those councils that existed in the be
ginning of the century and reached their
functioning maturity in the conditions
of pre-October 1917.
Each oblast, each raion should begin
this rights movement in order to counter
the absolute pressure of the regime with
the absolute will to ensure a climate of
rights consistent with the time.
The second perspective of the rights
movement - this on the international
forum — would be the creation of an
international coordinating center for
these rights defense groups on the level
of the United Nations.
This international coordinating center
could be a variant of the United Nations,
a league of the public opinion of nations,
not the governments of states.
This rights movement coordinating
center, taking as its foundation the
interests of the person, his welfare as an
individual in the social-world organism,
would be directed in its work by hu
manistic principles of all humanity, not
by regional legal postulates which are a
thing of the past in the people's struggle
for social justice.
Such a center could be the ideal
school for the cultivation and dissemi
nation of general principles of humanism,
it could counter the regional legal
specifics of inhuman dictatorships that
grew on the body of our planet like
cancerous tumors.
The international and intergovern
mental nature of the rights movement
must become the basis on which people
throughout the world will make aggres
sive war and regional injustice im
possible, and the basis on which they
will be able to decide those complex
questions that arise today to face the
entire world, the entire planet - the
joint homeland of all tribes and nations.
We extend our hands to the rights
activists of Russia and Armenia,
Lithuania and Estonia, the self-de
fenders of Poland and the activists of
the Czech Charter (771 to all people on
earth who are concerned with the
defense of human rights on an earth free
of state boundaries, and we say: let us
unite our efforts today before we are
thrown into the abyss of the world, the
smoke of which is already circling the
planet.
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" Seriously ill Yuriy Lytvyn has been
additional strength in the battle for sentenced for the fifth time, not having
human rights.
seen freedom.
We have mentioned only members of
How are these courageous indivi
the Ukrainian Helsinki group - and
duals honored in their homeland?
Of course, the members of the Ukrai not all of them at that.
" How can we not mention Yuriy
nian Helsinki Group know nothing
about presidential proclamations, prizes Shukevych, who has been blinded in
and the respect they command, because captivity? His tragic life illustrates the
they find themselves in isolation from tragedy of our nation.
their families, from the press, from
" The talented researcher Yuriy
Ukraine and from the entire world.
Badzio has been given the right to live
12
years of his life in prison camps and
" Seventy-seven-year-old Oksana
Meshko is fighting evil elements in the in exile for writing down his concern
Khabarovsk krai with the last ounces of with the fate of the Ukrainian nation in
a treatise titled "The Right to Live."
her strength.
" Oksana Popovych, who was last
' Poet and rights activist Mykola
Rudenko awaits new punishment. He is brought to the prison camp on crutches,
forced to do physical labor even though is completing her 18th year of imprison
his spinal war wound has never healed. ment.
Unable to help Tier husband, his wife
Ukraine appeals to the world for
Raisa does hard labor in the women's justice, and we cannot remain deaf.
prison camp in Mordovia.
Pondering the fate of the newly
" The prisoners of the special-regi created Ukrainian Helsinki Group, its
chairman,
Mykola Rudenko, addressed
men camp waste their health and talent.
Here we find the poet, Vasyl Stus, people of good will with these words
whose works could be the pride and written on November 14, 1976:
treasure of any nation; the lawyers, Lev
"From beneath the thick ice of
Lukianenko and Ivan Kandyba;and the chained spirituality yet another child of
teacher, Oleksa Tykhy.
freedom timidly raises its head. Whether
" Vyacheslav Chornovil and Mykola it is barbarously destroyed, or whether
Horbal have been thrown among the it survives - this depends on you, people
of j?ood will."
dregs of society.

A SPECIAL OFFER
FOR UNA MEMBERS:
DOUBLE YOUR LIFE INSURANCE
WITHOUT
A MEDICAL EXAMINATION
WHO CAN DOUBLE HIS INSURANCE?
All current members of the UNA between the ages of 0 and 65
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DO I NEED A MEDICAL EXAMINATION?
The Home Office will accent the application without a medical ex
amination. Only if your non-medical application indicates that you have
a health problem, will the Home Office request a medical report

Каса „Самопоміч" - це Ваш банк
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EXPIRES
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12.596
15.0096
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when it comes to that extensive back
ground investigation, and so forth, that
(ГпЧІм ІШИМІЩЗД
we'd like to do with bank robberies and
government would not prosecute on the other crimes," Mr. Ryan told one
basis of mere membership if there was questioner. "But we have a number of
no evidence of individual persecution. other checks and balances that may or
Several of the questioners raised the may not be as substantive but I think are
point that, because the denaturalization important. One is that we have in the
proceedings are a civil rather than free world...extensive documentation
criminal matter, the OSI need only about actual events. The Germans and
prove that the accused misrepresented those who served them were meticulous
his background by showing that he was record-keepers, and many of the events,
a member of a proscribed group , and even down to particular villages and
they questioned the OSI's need to prove particular days...are recorded in docu
ments. So this gives us some measure
specific war-criminal activity.
"Misrepresentation is the bottom against which to judge a witness."
line, but we're not going to go into court
In addition, Mr. Ryan said that the
unless we have a case of persecution," OSI gets much of its information from
Mr. Ryan said, noting that the fact that eyewitnesses in the United States, Israel
a defendant has been shown to be a and other Western countries, informa
persecutor supports the government's tion that can be cross-checked with the
misrepresentation case.
testimony of Soviet witnesses to deter
Mr. Ryan was also asked who deter mine its veracity.
mines persons to be investigated, and
"Other than that, we are pretty much,
how the OSI located the people current I think, restricted to our own examina
ly being investigated from the 400,000 tion and cross-examination," he said.
or so immigrants who came from
As to the question of bringing Soviet
Eastern Europe after World War II. witnesses to the United States, Mr.
Although Mr. Ryan declined to Ryan noted that many of the witnesses
discuss specific cases, he said that in are too infirmed to travel, or may not be
1979 the OSI received records from the allowed to do so. He also said that he
Immigration and Naturalization Ser could not guarantee that the citizens
vice, which he indicated came from a would return, implying that the question
variety of sources, and since that time of possible defections was of concern to
his office has made the effort to "go out the USSR and the OSI.
to the original sources of evidence and
When asked if the Soviets have ever
find the names of the people who are provided written information or original
presumptively suspect and bring them documents on the witnesses themselves,
back to determine if they are in the Mr. Ryan answered: "As far as I'm
United States."
aware, that has been done in every case
Acknowledging that his office did not in which it's been asked, but it hasn't
systematically review all the immigra been asked all'that often, but I do recall
tion files, Mr. Ryan noted that the OSI one case, at least, where it was put to the
received from the Berlin Document Soviets and the documentation was
Center a list of 50,000 SS officers and produced."
concentration camp guards, and checked
One lawyer raised the point that the
to determine whether any of those inimical list, drawn up after the war and
people were in the United States. ,- used by the OSI to confirm what
As to the reliability of Soviet wit organizations and their members were
nesses, Mr. Ryan said that in several barred from entry into the United
instances his office has received excul States, in his opinion, was. inaccurate,
patory evidence, that is evidence that listing the UNA (the Ukrainian Na
exonerates rather than incriminates, tional Association), an American fra
and that those cases never make it to ternal group formed in 1894, as colla
borationist, presumably confusing it
court.
"In fact there have been depositions, with the OUN (the Organization of
and in every case I know of, where Ukrainian Nationalists).
witnesses have been produced," said
Yet, despite these apparent inaccura
Mr. Ryan. "We took depositions in cies, and the fact that the OUN was
Riga (Latvia) last year in one of the taken off the inimical list in 19S2, less
cases where two witnesses, requested by than a year after it was put on, the
the defense — they happened to be government has argued that member
requested by name — were produced ship in the organization is grounds for
and they testified fully, and the defense revocation of citizenship.
offered those videotapes in evidence."
Mr. Ryan reiterated his earlier state
He acknowledged, however, that the ment that membership in a proscribed
Soviets have not, in his 'recollection, group has yet to be used as the only
ever independently offered exculpatory basis for denaturalization, saying that
witnesses or evidence which attest that in each case thus far, including that of
someone under investigation is com admitted OUN member Bohdan Koziy,
pletely innocent. They often report that the OSI has sought to prove individual
no information is available,and the case persecution on the part of the defen
dant. But he did not affirm that the
is never brought to trial, he added.
government would not do so in the
future.
Mr. Ryan also expressed confidence
In a rather confusing but revealing
that American judicial safeguards
relating to witnesses could effectively be exchange, Jaroslaw Padoch, a lawyer
applied when depositions from Soviet and president of the Shevchenko
Scientific Society, told Mr. Ryan that
citizens are involved.
"The mechanism that is in place is an he had written a letter in 1976 to thenAmerican mechanism for cross-exa President Jimmy Carter asking that a
mination and detection of fraud and Ukrainian be named to the Holocaust
perjury," Mr. Ryan said, but he added Memorial Commission. Although Mr.
that naturally no system is perfect or Padoch said he never received a reply
from Washington, he revealed that,
infallible.
But several lawyers contended that, several months later, an article appeared
in the United States, both the prosecu in the Soviet paper News from Ukraine
tion and defense have a chance to — a publication distributed only in the
thoroughly investigate the character of West which often assails members of the
witnesses and check their backgrounds emigre community — accusing him of
by talking to neighbors, acquaintances, persecuting Jews during World War II.
Mr. Padoch wanted to know, first,
friends, something they said is im
possible in the Soviet Union's closed how the Soviets knew the contents of
unanswered letter, but more important
society.
"You're certainly correct that our ly, if the OSI would take such accusa
tions
seriously.
resources are limited to a certain extent

Ryan...
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"I would not take a statement in the
Soviet press as sufficient reason to go
into court," said Mr. Ryan. "We have
never used newspaper articles many
years after the fact as any part of our
evidence. The most that I could say, and
I want to be totally candid about all this,
but the most I can say is that if some
thing like that were somehow to come to
our attention, and if we determine that
the person who is named is alive and
living in the United States, we might
say, look, is there anything specific
about this."
Mr. Ryan was also asked why Soviet
officials, who presumably have had
information about World War II events
for nearly 40 years, did not divulge it
sooner, and appear to be releasing it
piecemeal rather than in its entirety, and
whether such evidence is suspect given
the time span between events,and the
present. As a follow-up, he was also
asked about reports that the Soviets are
providing information to Yad Vaashem
in Israel, a clearinghouse of Holocaust
data, which also provides materials to
the OSI.
Mr. Ryan agreed with the concern
that the time element involved may
make the evidence suspect. As to the
information at Yad Vaashem, Mr.
Ryan revealed that the OSI does have a
researcher on contract who evaluates
the material, mostly accounts of survi
vors, which he said come from "a
multitude of different sources."
When asked how long the OSI plans
to continue its investigations, Mr. Ryan
said that, in his view, the office "will
continue in its present form for about
four or five years."
Another attorney challenged Mr.
Ryan's assertion, made in a letter to Mr.
Rakowsky, that prosecutors on his staff
are intimately aware of the historical
circumstances of the area and period
they are dealing with. To substantiate
his point, the questioner cited the case
of former OSI staffer John Loftus, who
charged during an interview on "60
Minutes" in May that, among other
things, the U.S. intelligence community
had hired Nazi collaborators, mostly
from Byelorussia, after the war.
Mr. Loftus's allegations were later

refuted by Mr. Ryan himself in a letter
to The New York Times. In addition,
Mr. Ryan wrote a letter to "60 Minutes,"
read when the segment was rebroadcast
in September, dismissing Mr. Loftus's
claim that there were 300 Byelorussian
Nazi collaborators living in the United
States.
Mr. Ryan said that it would be wrong
to judge the OSI on the basis of Mr.
Loftus's actions, noting that he was no
longer with the office at the time he
made his remarks.
1
Another point raised was the issue of!
a jury trial for denaturalization defen
dants. Mr. Ryan contended "that the
Supreme Court has ruled that the
Constitution does not provide for a jury
trial in denaturalization cases," and it is
up to Congress to amend the law.
The OSI has consistently objected to
defense motions for jury trials, arguing
that they are not criminal cases although
the thrust of the government effort' is to
prove individual persecution.
Asked about capos, concentration І
camp prisoners who often aided the
authorities, Mr. Ryan said that his
office has performed some investiga
tions in this area.
Calling the capo's role "ambiguous,"
Mr. Ryan indicated that survivors have
told him that, although some capos
were worse than the SS, others were
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Koziy failed to disclose he had partici
pated in the murder of a Jewish family
(Continued from page 13)
in 1943 while serving with the Germancontrolled Ukrainian police.
compassionate and helpful.
Mr. Carlton, who had come to the
"In individual cases, my position
would be that if the evidence shows that meeting to hear Mr. Ryan and was not
scheduled
to speak, did not have a
the capo went beyond the role of simply
overseeing... and carried out a role that prepared address, but he agreed to talk
can fairly be defined as taking part in briefly about the Koziy case.
In summarizing the government's
persecution, and we could prove that
case as any other, we would bring a case against Mr. Koziy, Mr. Carlton
said
that the government had three
case," said Mr. Ryan.
It was pointed out to Mr. Ryan that basic complaints; that Mr. Koziy was a
he appeared to be contradicting himself member of the OUN, which was on the
in that he had earlier said that the mere inimical list; that he belonged to the
fact that Mr. Fedorenko was a camp Ukrainian police and took part in
guard constituted "an act of persecu persecutions; and that he was responsible
tion" regardless of the fact that there is for the deaths of a Jewish family and a
no evidence to show that he personally Jewish child, and other atrocities.
Before delving into the aspects of the
took part in any atrocities, and that he
seemed to be distinguishing on the basis government's case, Mr. Carlton said
of status between capos and camp that one of the impediments to his
defense was that the judge could not
guards.
Mr. Ryan responded by reiterating understand that Mr. Koziy and other
that each case is tried on evidence of Ukrainian partisans were not fighting
for the Germans or the allies, but for a
individual persecution.
The last question of the long after free Ukraine.
Although Mr. Carlton said that Mr.
noon session dealt', with the possibility
of the OSI hiring a Ukrainian attorney, Koziy admitted membership in the
OUN,
and that the OUN was on the
a suggestion Mr. Ryan said had merit,
but he added, he could not hire some inimical list, he noted that during the
one simply because he was Ukrainian. trial information about what organiza
He indicated that there are at present no tions were on the list and why was
openings on his staff, but he would sketchy and inconclusive.
welcome resumes from any lawyers with
He indicated that at the trial it was
a fair amount of experience in federal revealed that "in 1951 when there was
court and civil cases.
an inimical list listing the OUN, in 1952,
In the main, the atmosphere of the after Mr. Koziy was already here, the
meeting was cordial, with several at OUN was no longer on the inimical
torneys expressing their gratitude to list."
"The government didn't care about
Mr. Ryan for electing to address the
UABA. At the end of the question that," said Mr. Carlton. "The govern
period, Mr. Ryan was roundly ap ment only cared that back at the time
plauded by the gathering as he left to that (Mr. Koziy) left the displacedpersons camp in Nordheim, Germany,
catch a train.
that it was on such a list. The fact that
they later found out, as we presented,
Koziy's lawyer
that the OUN should never have been
The other speaker to address the on the list in the first place, regardless of
afternoon session was Phillip what individuals, as individuals, may
Carlton, a lawyer from Florida have done during the war, but not as an
who is c u r r e n t l y r e p r e s e n t  organization —they didn't care about
ing
Bohdan Koziy, whose citizen that at all."
ship was revoked in March by a federal
As to the allegation that Mr. Koziy
judge. Mr. Koziy, a 59-year-old Florida was a member of the Ukrainian police,
hotelkeeper, alledgedly failed to dis Mr. Carlton claimed that his client was
close his background when applying for never a member, but did , on occasion,
immigration to the United States.
wear the uniform as a disguise in his
The Justice Department said Mr. partisan activities. Mr. Carlton added

Ryan
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that on occasion Mr. Koziy had also
worn a German uniform or disguished
himself as a woman.
Mr. Carlton also said that he had
produced witnesses who testified that
Mr. Koziy was never a member of the
police.
The gist of the government's conten
tions were two documents provided by
the Soviet Union, which Mr. Koziy
allegedly signed, one when he supposedly
entered the police in 1942, and the other
when he allegedly left in 1944, said Mr.
Carlton.
But Mr. Koziy stated on the stand
that, not only did he never sign the
documents, but the information con
tained in them, such as marital status
and birthdate, was totally wrong,
adding that the signature was not his,
said Mr. Carlton.
To bolster its case, Mr. Carlton said,
the government called two handwriting
and documents specialists. But under
cross-examination, the documents
expert confessed that he had never
examined documents from World War
II, and that he was unfamiliar with ink
specimens from Galicia and Ukraine
from that period, according to Mr.
Carlton. The expert did say that the
documents were consistent with the
dates 1942 and 1944, but admitted
under cross-examination that they were
not inconsistent with other time periods
as well.
Mr. Carlton said that inexplicably
the handwriting expert was never called
as a witness, but the fact that he was in
the courtroom during the document
expert's testimony would have disquali
fied him anyway.
As to the documents themselves, Mr.
Carlton said that the government had
agreed to return them to the Soviets
and, unlike most cases, that they could
not be kept in evidence.
"And when Mr. Ryan tells you that
defense counsel has the right to examine
these documents, don't get the idea that
this can be done like we can sometimes
do it in other courses of action," said
Mr. Carlton. "Do you want to know
what kind of examination you get?
Sitting in the lobby of the Russian
Embassy, they present the document to
you and say, 'if you want to look at it,
look at it,'and you bring an expert, and
she sits down at a little coffee table and

7 0 0 Cedar Rd. f Philadelphia, Pa. (Ukrainian Center)

Mr. Carlton also said he was un
happy with the videotaped depositions
of the Soviet witnesses, who claimed
that they knew Mr. Koziy because he
was married to the daughter of the
mayor of his home village of Lysych. He
also noted that he was extremely disap
pointed with Mr. Koziy's decision not
to allow him to go to the Soviet Union
for cross-examination.
Among the disturbing elements in the
witnesses' testimonies was that each of
them identified Mr. Koziy as being
exactly 74 cm. in height, an unlikely
prospect, according to Mr. Carlton, and
that none of them seemed to have
known that he had been wounded, even
though part of his hand is missing and
he is badly scarred.
Mr. Carlton said that he also grew
suspicious when one witness, who was
14 at the time, claimed that he witness
ed not one, but several of the alleged
atrocities, although they happened at
different times and locations.
He added that he called his own
witness who used to live in the area of
Lysych who testified that one of the
Soviet witnesses who claimed to have
known Mr. Koziy didn't even live in the
village at the time he said he saw the
crimes.
In addition, Mr. Carlton said that he
called a witness from Canada, who
reluctantly agreed to come and who
testified that during the time of the
alleged atrocities, Mr. Koziy was lying
wounded in a partisan field hospital in
the Carpathian Mountains.,
Mr. Carlton concluded his remarks
by saying that Mr. Koziy is appealing
the deportation decision, but declined on
ethical grounds to discuss the points of
appeal.
During the question period, Mr.
Carlton said that he had asked for a jury
trial, a motion that was denied, and
noted that he got little cooperation from
the State Department in researching his
case.
REAL ESTATE

УКРАЇНСЬКЕ БЮРО
ПОДОРОЖЕЙ
Марійки Гельбіґ (201) 371-4004 - 845 Sanford Avenue, Newark, N.J. 07106 ^^ИР
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she has to set up her magnifying glass,
and you're getting this chance and no
more."
There is no opportunity to use sophis
ticated lab equipment to thoroughly
check the authenticity of the docu
ments, according to Mr. Carlton.
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The Ukrainian Museum slates annual benefit for November 14
NEW YORK - The Ukrainian Mu
seum has scheduled its annual benefit
concert for Sunday, November 14, 3
p.m. at the New York University Loeb
Center at 566 LaGuardia Place. The
Eisner and Lubner Auditorium will
have on stage Ukrainian artists who are
supporting The Ukrainian Museum by
graciously donating their talents for this
event.
Actress Laryssa Kukrycky will serve
as mistress of ceremonies. Ms. Kukry
cky has appeared on Broadway in
Tennessee Williams' "Night of the
Iguana" with Bette Davis, Margaret
Lighton and Patrick O'Neill. On NBCTV's "The Doctors" she portrayed Dr.
Karen Werner and on CBS-TV's "The
Guiding Light" she played the role of
Simone Morey.
Nestor Cybriwsky, born in New
Haven, Conn., studied with the famed
Brazilian cellist Aldo Parisot of Yale
University. He received his bachelor's

Thomas Shepkd...
(Continued from page 4)

lity, be was a popular entertainer at the
"Tours to Ukraine" reunions held each
year at Soyuzivka by the Kobasniuk
Travel agency. As a member of the New
York Art Directors' Club in the 50s and
early 60s, Mr. Shepko was the pianist in
an exuberant combo of art directors
and friends who played contemporary
Dixieland music once a week for their
own amusement as well as for the
pleasure of club members and guests.
Mr. Shepko, w h o w a s intensely
proud of his-Ukrainian heritage and
keenly interested in his Boyko and
Transcarpathian roots, was involved in
Ukrainian cultural activities for most of
his life. He was a member of the
Ukrainian Youth League of North
America, attending the league's annual
conventions and serving for a time as art
director of the UYL-NA magazine. The
Ukrainian Trend. He was also a member
of UNA Branch 325 and, for some
years sang in the Dumka Chorus. He
served as advisor and jacket designer for
a popular album of Ukrainian folk
songs, "The Ukraine Swings," released
under the U-Tab label and featuring the
seven-man swing group of Sal DeFeo.
Mr. Shepko's love for Ukrainian art
and music was intensified following
trips to Ukraine as a tour escort for the
Kobasniuk agency. Ukrainian land
scapes and meetings with close relatives
moved him deeply. He was inspired to
draw a haunting portrait of a Hutsul
bagpiper, and in recent years he de
signed Ukrainian motifs for a collection
of jewelry and tableware produced
commercially by Bob Barno of New
Jersey.
He also composed original Ukrainian

Hundreds attend...
(Continued from page 4)

the event were Countess Jan Dembinski, Polish Assistance president; Prin
cess Maria Theresa Droutzkoy, presi
dent of the St. Nicholas Foundation
and treasurer of the Slavic? Heritage
Council of America; Petro Grigorenko
and composer Gian Carlo Menotti.
Ukrainian community leaders included
John O. Flis, UNA supreme president;
Dr. Jaroslaw Padoch, president, Shevchenko Scientific Society; Dr. Bohdan
Cymbalisty, president of The Ukrainian
Museum's board of trustees, and Dr.
Mykola Cenko, Ukrainian American
Relief Committee.
The tributes and the international
buffet afterwards were interwoven with
interludes of music by pianist Juliana
Osinchuk, a bandura duo from the New

and master's of music from the Juilliard
School of Music, where he studied with
Harvey Shapiro. He has been the
principal cellist of the Maracaibo
Symphony Orchestra in Venezuela. Mr.
Cybriwsky has been a frequent recitalist
and chamber music artist in the north
eastern United States.
Bass-baritone, Andrij Dobrisnsky,
after making his operatic debut with the
Philadelphia Lyric, Opera in 1964, has
appeared with the Connecticut Opera
Company and with the Seattle Opera
Cpmpany. For twp seasons he has
toured the United States, Canada and
Mexico with the Metropolitan Opera
National Company. Thereafter he
performed with many leading sym
phony orchestras and opera companies
in Boston, Dallas, San Antonio, Cleve
land and New York. Since the 1969-70
season, Mr. Dobriansky has been with
the Metropolitan Opera Company Edward Evanko, tenor, made his

Theatre World Award-winning debut in was hailed by The New York Times for
"Canterbury Tales." He has since her performance substituting for Jean
become one of the most sought-after Casadsuo at a Carnegie Recital Hall
leading men on the Broadway musical concert. Ms. Osinchuk has won many
scene. At the Stratford Festival in awards including the Walter Damroch
Canada he played the title role in Scholarship as well as a scholarship to
"Candide," the King of France in "King the Juilliard School of Music, where she
Lear" and Bagot in "Richard II." He has has received both her bachelor's and
performed before Queen Elizabeth II at master's of music degrees^rqm JjiiHiard
the Ottawa National Arts Center, with She has studied with Robert Casadesui
the BBC singers for three years and had and Rosina Lhevinne, among others. '
his own television variety series "The Ed Ms. Osinchuk has concertized exten
Evanko Show," in his native Canada. sively and has been featured on radio
Mr, Evanko sang with the Paragon and television. European debuts in
Orchestra of Bristol (England) and the cluded Brussels, Athens and Rotter
Winnipeg Symphony among others. dam. Currently she is teaching at
Mr. Evanko is currently under contract Hunter College in New York.
to the New York City Opera.
Basso cantante Paul Plishka, pre
As a pianist Thomas Hrynkiw has viously a member of the Metropolitan
been making professional concert ap Opera's National Company, was one of
pearances since the age of 13. At age 19, the few singers to be accepted by Rudolf
he won a piano competition for which Bing into the parent company. His
the first prize was a performance of the debut in "La Gioconda" was memorable
Tchaikovsky Concert with Leopold and he has since appeared in over 40
Stokowski conducting and was hailed roles at the Met - perhaps the most
by
critics for his "stunning perfor successful being Ramfis, "Aida"; Pimen,
dance melodies and music, embodying
Hutsul themes and impressions of mance." Mr. Hrynkiw is one of the most "Boris Godunov" and Sarastro, "Die
Ukraine, some of which have been sought-after chamber musicians today Zauberflote." Other American com
and appears annually at the Newport panies with which he appeared included
preserved in tape recordings.
A panakhyda, held October 1 at the Music Festival. According to the festival the National Operas of Washington,
Jarema Funeral Home in Manhattan, director, Mark Malkovich, "He is a Pittsburgh and New Orleans. His Euro
was conducted by the Rev. Sebastian phenomenal young man; wecouldn4 do pean debuts include appearances at La
Shewchuk .OSBM of St. George's U- without him." Mr. Hrynkiw also per Scala as Mephistopheles in "La Dam
krainian Catholic Church, with mem forms with the Hillyer-Lucarelli-Hryn- nation de Faust," at the Vienna State
bers of the Dumka Chorus singing the kiw trio, The New American Trio and Opera as Pimen and at the Paris Opera
the Audubon Quartet.
as Padre Guardiano. His new record
responses.
Lydia Krushelnytsky studied music "Song of Ukraine" is a landmark in
The Rev. Lavrentiy Lavreniuk
OSBM presided at the funeral service in and drama at the Lviv National Con Ukrainian vocal music and has been
St. George's Church on October 2. servatory under Prof. Adam Didur. called "quite imposing and excellent" by
Burial took place at noon that day at St. After emigrating to the United States the American Record Guide.
At the age of 14 Halyna Strilec
Andrew's Ukrainian Orthodox Ceme she continued to work in the Ukrainian
tery, South Bound Brook, N.J. Follow theatre and appeared in many plays and studied violin with George Ciompi and
ing the traditional graveside rites by the concerts. Mrs. Krushelnytsky was a William Kroll at the Cleveland Institute
Rev. Taras Prokopiw OSBM, a eulogy member of the Joseph Hirniak Studio. of Music. After receiving her bachelor
was delivered, by Michael Turetsky, Since 1965 she has been the director of of music degree from the Eastman
president of the New York Makivka the Ukrainian Drama Studio where she School of Music, she spent three
branch of the Boykivshchyna Society. is currently working with young Ukrai years at Juilliard School of Music with
Mr. Turetsky spoke of Mr. Shepko as nians, teaching and performing works Dorothy De Lay and Joseph Fuchs.
"one of those rare persons who does not- by Ukrainian playwrights, authors and Her orchestral experience has been with
P^7
the Syracuse Philharmonic, Rochester
live for himself alone, but who works, poets.
creates and enriches the treasury of
Julian Kytasty, is currently a con Philharmonic, New Jersey Symphony,
Ukrainian culture."
ductor and teacher of the School of American Symphony, New York Phil
Survivors include Mr. Shepko's wife Bandura and of the newly formed harmonic, New York City Ballet and
Anna, daughter Halyna and son Homin Stepiv . bandura ensemble in American Ballet Theatre Orchestras,
Maksym; mother, Maria Szczepko of New York City. He has taught bandura among others.
Motria Evhenia Slupchynskyj's prin
Cleveland; brother Louis Shepko of both at Rutgers University and in
Mine Run, Va., and other kin in the Sydney, Australia. Mr. Kytasty has cipal dance roles included a tour of
given a number of solo recitals and has Taiwan with Christopher Aponte, the
United States and Ukraine.
performed at numerous concerts.
Harkness Ballet of New York, Princeton
Nusha Martynuk and Carter Mc- Ballet and Dennis Wayne Dancers. Ms.
Adams met in 1978 when they were both Slupchynskyj has studied with the
Members of New York's cultural dancing with the Beverly Brown Dance School of American Ballet, Joffrey
ensemble
in New York City. They School, American Ballet Theatre and
community plan to publish a mono
graph on Thomas Shepko. Mr. Turet married in 1980 and toured interna with Roma Pryma Bohachevsky. Ms.
sky has announced that a fund has been tionally with the Nikolais Dance Theatre. Slupchynskyj will be partnered by
established and anyone wishing to assist Currently they are artists-in-residence David Tice.
The Ukrainian Museum has invited
in this project may send contributions at Trinity College in Hartford, Conn.,
for Account No. 2,222 to the Ukrainian where they continue developing their the public to meet the performing artists
own
choreography
as
a
duo.
at
an informal reception following the
Orthodox Federal Credit Union, 309 E.
Christina Romans Lypeckyj "has concert. Wine and a buffet will be
Ninth St., New York, N.Y. 10003.
developed a naturally attractive mezzo- served at Top of the Park, overlooking
soprano into a handsome, lovely gleam Washington Square Park, at the NYU
York School of Bandura, a trio of
ing instrument," hailed Aurelia Peralta Loeb Center.
Finnish accordionists and a group of
Rossetti. Ms. Lypeckyj has performed
Tickets for both the benefit concert
Afghanistan musicians.
in major cities in the United States with and the reception may be purchased at
Miss Savoyka, who began her career the Warren Symphony Orchestra,
The Ukrainian Museum (228-0110),
with the U.S. Catholic Conference in Scandinavian Symphony and the Mi
Arka (GR3-3550), and Dnipro (2011952 while still in her teens, is one of the chigan Opera Theatre.
373-8783). They will also be available at
few people still in the field of immigra
the
door on the day of the concert.
By the age of 12 Juliana Osinchuk
tion who worked on Ellis Island with
the large numbers of post-war immi
аашшавтяшяатятаютівшшвшттшяшвшетр
grants from Eastern Europe.
Proceeds from the event are ear
marked for the establishment of the
Lydia Savoyka Special Fund to support
the teaching of English as a second
language and to provide orientation
and citizenship training programs, as
well as counseling and cultural events
for the elderly. These activities will be
open to persons of all nationalities,
races and religions, under the auspices
of the institute.
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Sunday, November 7
NEW YORK: The opening of an
exhibit of art works by Iryna Homotiuk-Zielyk will take place today at 1
p.m. in the Ukrainian Artists' Association Gallery, 136 Second Ave.,
fourth floor. The exhibit will be open
November 7-14. Gallery hours are 68 p.m. weekdays, and 1-8 p.m. weekends.
NEW YORK: A public committee
for the commemoration of the 40th
anniversary of the founding of the
Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA) is
sponsoring a scholarly conference at
the Ukrainian institute of America, 2
E. 79th St., beginning at 3 p.m.
Myroslav Labunka will preside
over the proceedings of the conference; opening remarks will be
delivered by Vasyl Kachmar, the
head of the public committee.
Speakers participating in the first
session are: Yaroslav Bilynsky "The Origins of the Ukrainian National Resistance Movement during
the German Occupation of Ukraine";
Mykola Lebed —"The Organization
of Anti-German Opposition by the
OUN, 1941-43"; Myroslaw Prokop"The Development of the OUN
Platform During the German Occupation of Ukraine and the Political
Platform of the UPA"; Taras
Hunczak, Yevhen Stachiw - "The
UPA in German, Bolshevik and
Polish Documents and Appraisals."
-The second part of the conference
will consist of a discussion of the
successes and failures of the UPA.
Participants in this session are: Antin
Dragan, Roman Ilnytskyj, Vasyl
Kalynowych, Anatole Kaminsky,
Olha Kuzmowycz, Alexander Motyl
and Petro Sodol. Each session
will be followed by a question-and-answer period.

PREVIEW OF EVENTS
lit 2:30 p.m. at the Fashion Institute
of Technology, 227 W. 27th St The
fifth annual festival is sponsored by
the Slavic Heritage Council of America Inc., and features dancers and
singers in authentic national costumes, including Bulgarian, Byelorussian, Czech, Macedonian, Polish,
Russian, Serbian, Slovak, Slovenian
and Ukrainian. Admission is S7; S5
for senior citizens and students.
The festival kicks off the fifth
Slavic Ethnic Heritage Week, November. 14-21. Highlights of the
week include the proclamation of
Slavic Ethnic Heritage Week at City
Hall on Monday, November 15, at
10 a.m., and the official opening of
the week with greetings from public
officials and ethnic representatives at
the Ukrainian Institute of America
on Monday evening at 7 p.m.
Throughout the week there will be
an exhibit of fine arts at the UIA, a
Slavic Book Exhibit at the New York
Public Library at 42nd Street and
Fifth Avenue and a symposium on
the Slavic Heritage will be held at the
UIA, 2 E. 79th St., on Thursday
evening, November 18 at 7 p.m.
For more information on specific
events, please contact the Slavic
Heritage Council of America Inc.,
414 E. 79th St., (212) 784-7224 or
794-5974.

STAMFORD, Conn.: The sixth
annual Day of Recollection for the
Ukrainian Catholic Women's Clubs
of Connecticut will be held today at
St. Basil's Seminary, 195 Glenbrook
Road. The Very Rev. Stephen
Chrepta of St. Vladimir Ukrainian
Catholic Church in Stamford, current
director of the diocesan fund and
former dean of St. Basil's College,
will moderate the day's events. The
Rev. John Terlecky will handle all
Saturday, November 13
other arrangements.
The day will begin at 9 a.m. with
CAMBRIDGE, Mass.: Bohdan
Wytwytcky, author of "The Other registration and confession followed
by
a divine liturgy offered for the
Holocaust: Many Circles of Hell,"
will deliver a lecture on "Impact of beatification of Metropolitan Andrey
the Nazi Holocaust Upon Inter- Sheptytsky in the seminary chapel. A
Group Relations," at Boylston Hall panakhyda for deceased family memHarvard University, at 7 p.m. The bers will follow the liturgy.
After the services, there will be a
lecture is sponsored by the Friends of
Harvard Ukrainian Research Insti- continental breakfast, two confetute and the Ukrainian Club of rences and a lunch. The official
Boston. Admission is free. For more program will end with a moleben and
information call: (617) 495-7833 or the apostolic blessing. Immediately
following, participants may visit the
4053.
Ukrainian Diocesan Museum under
the
direction of curator Dr. Wasyl
ABINGTON, Pa.: Andrew Palashewsky will deliver the final financial Lencyk.
Cost for the day is S10 per person,
seminar today ati 1:30 p.m., at the
Ukrainian Educational and Cultural which includes meals. Reservations
Center, 700 Cedar Road. He will talk may be made through Gloria P.
about market timing, which in- Horbaty, coordinator, 3 Pequot
volves the development of strategies Road, Wallingford, Conn., 06492.
that help in deciding when to buy Payment must accompany reservastocks and more importantly, when tions; checks should be made payable
to St. Basil's College.
to sell them.
NEW BRITAIN, Conn.: The American Ukrainian Citizens' Club will
present
a lecture by Dr. Michael H.
NEW YQRK: Ukrainian National
Women's League of America Branch Voskobiynyk at 2:30 p.m. at the
72 is sponsoring a Musicale featuring Gtizens Club Home, 33 Oak St. The
three outstanding young artists at 3 topic of the lecture will be the 50th
p.m. at the Ukrainian Institute of anniversary of the Ukrainian, holoAmerica, 2 E. 79th St. The artists are caust of 1932-33 when the Soviet
Orest Harasymchuk, pianist; Odarka Union starved over 7 million UkraiPolanskyj, harpist; and Ihor Pono- nians, and it will be presented in both
marenko, violinist. The co-chair- Ukrainian and English.
Dr. Voskobiynyk is an associate
women of the committee are Helen
professor of history at Central
- Prociuk and Ann Bezkorowajny.
Connecticut State College in New
NEW YORK: The United Slavic Britain, and is a specialist in East
Folkdance Festival will be held today European, Russian, Ukrainian and
Sunday, November 14
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Soviet history. He has delivered a
number of scholarly papers on these
areas of history at conferences and
universities in the United States,
Canada, Germany and Great Britain.
The Cultural Committee of the
American Ukrainian Citizens Club is
sponsoring this lecture in order to
increase awareness of the tragic
events in Ukraine during 1932-33.
For information please call Walter
A. Clebowicz (203) 225-6632 or
Michael S. Mowchan at 666-2068.
MAPLEWOOD, N.J.: The New
Yor^-New Jersey region of the Ukrainian Orthodox League will sponsor a Teenage Conference at Holy
Ascension Ukrainian Orthodox
Church here. The day's activities will
begin with divine liturgy at 10 a.m.
At noon there will be registration of
guests, followed by a lunch. After the
lunch, participants will listen to main
speaker, Linda Oryhon of Woonsocket, R.I. Clergy in attendance will
also participate in an open discussion.
Racq uetball games will be held at a
local sports club following the lecture
and discussion.
At 5:30 p.m., vespers will be served
at Holy Ascension, followed by a
turkey dinner, prepared by the Holy
Ascension junior and senior Ukrainian Orthodox League chapters.
Reservations should be made as soon
as possible, by calling (201) 763-3932.
Wednesday, November 17
TORONTO: The Chair of Ukrainian
Studies in cooperation with the
Community Relations Office at the
University of Toronto will sponsor a
lecture by Dr. Manoly Lupul titled
"Multiculturalism and Canada's
White Ethnics."
Dr. Lupul, who is a professor and
director of the Canadian Institute of
Ukrainian Studies at the University
of Alberta, has had a long-term
interest in Canada's ethnic groups and
government policy toward them. His
lecture will discuss the phenomenon
of multiculturalism, how it is perceived by Canada's various groups,
and how they in turn have an impact,
if any, on government policy. Dr.
Lupul will be introduced by Dr.
Craig Brown, associate dean of the
School of Graduate Studies and wellknown specialist in Canadian history.
The lecture on "Multiculturalism
and Canada's White Ethnics" will
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take place at 8 p.m., in Cody Hall,
Faculty of Nursing at the University
of Toronto, SO St. George St.
(corner of Russell Street). Admission
is free and the public is cordially
invited.
Friday, November 19
EDMONTON: The Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies is sponsoring a seminar by Dr. Ivan L. Rudnytsky on "Viacheslav Lypynsky: The
Conservative Challenge in 20th Century Ukrainian Political Thought." It
will be held at the University of
Alberta, Athabasca Hall, Heritage
Lounge, at 7:30 p.m.

Saturday, November 20
ABINGTON, Pa.^A bazaar will be
held at the Ukrainian Educational
and Cultural Center, 700 Cedar
Road, from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
today.
Sunday, November 21
TORONTO: The Canadian Ukrainian Opera Association presents the
North-American premiere of "The
Caucasus" with music by Stanislav
Liudkevych and words by Taras
Shevchenko, and the world debut of
"Symphony No. 4" by George Fiala.
The conductor of these operas will be
Wolodymyr Kolesnyk. The Canadian Ukrainian Opera Chorus will
perform the works with the help of a
full symphony orchestra, at 7 p.m. at
Roy Thomson Hall, 225 King St., W.
Tickets may be purchased at Arka
Limited, Arka West in Toronto, as
well as Arka Mississauga and the
Roy Thomson Hall box office.
ONGOING
NEW YORK: Painted terra cotta
torsos and faces, sculpted by Olenka
Bachinska of Woodstock, N.Y., are
on display in the windows of the
prestigious Fifth Avenue jewelry
store, Tiffany's (at 57th Street).
Priced from SI,200 to 51,500, the
sculptures will be on view until
Tuesday, November 10. They can be
seen at any time of the day or night,
but Tiffany's display department
suggests the best time to view the
figures is after dark when the windows
are lighted.

Prof. Shevchenkoto speak at UIA
NEW YORK - The history of the
Byzantine Empire and its position in the
world at the time in history when the
Slavic race came into close cultural
contact with it will be the focus of a
lecture by Harvard University Prof.
Ihor Shevchenko on Saturday, November 13, at 5 p.m. at the Ukrainian
Institute of America.
Prof. Shevchenko will explore the
. reasons for the success of the cultural
impact of Byzantium on the Slavic race
in general, and will present evidence of
the Byzantine Empire's emphatic influence in the various spheres of Slavic
life, including those of state, political
ideology, religion, art and architecture,
Slavic literary endeavors and the art of
gracious living.
Dr. Shevchenko has been a professor
of Byzantine history and literature at
Harvard University since 1973. He has
served as associate director of the

Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute
since 1973 and as vice president of the
Association Internationale des Etudes
Byzantines since 1976. Earlier he was
professor of Byzantine history and early
Slavic and Rus' history at Columbia
University.
Born on February 10, 1922, in
Radosc, Poland, Prof. Shevchenko
attended the Adam Mickiewicz Gymnasium in Warsaw, and in April 1945
received a Ph.D. in Byzantine and
Slavic studies from the Deutsche Karls
Universitat in Prague. He later studied
at the Louvain University in France.
Throughout his prestigious academic
career, Prof. Shevchenko has held
numerous teaching assignments in
America's finest colleges and universities, including the University of California at Berkeley and the University of
Michigan.

